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^Society is indifferent to the arts

Edward Albee
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By THERESA BEALE
You can't say he didn't
warn you.
When Edward Albee took to
the podium in Wilson Hall
Tuesday night, he flaunted his
remonstrance to what he says
is a growing indifference to
the arts in the United States.
"I'm going to say some
unpopular things about
a
fairly unpleasant subject-the
condition of the arts in this
country," the Pulitzer prize'
winning playwright told
James Madison University
faculty and V students.
"I
don't like the state of the
arts."
Albee, who wrote "A
Delicate
Balance'* and
"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf ?", was here as part of
the university's Artiste and
Lecture series.
The
playwright's
seemingly deprecatory nature
prompted m to explain whyt
he discusS' ; "The Playwright
and the Theatre" with college
and university audiences
across the country.
"It's a blanket topic for a
constant
and
blanket
condition," Albee said.
"I know what I'm going to say
because I'm speaking to an
audience who shares my
views. They already believe
what I wish
them to
believe."
Within this context, Albee
said he avoids lecturing to
Philistines, people who are
annoyingly indifferent to
artistic and cultural values.
But although Alb^ said te
usually
knows a
his
relationship
to
his
audience, he can't take for
granted that anyone knows
who he is. Once, while in
Toronto, Albee attended a
party honoring a sculptor.
Amidst several elite artists,
Albee was asked if he was a
painter or sculptor.
He
explained that he wrote plays,
and upon further questioning,
responded that his name was
Albee.
"Oh,"
the patroness
exclaimed. "Are you related
to that famous American
playwright who is dead?"
"Oh, did he die?" Albee
recalled saying. "I finally let
her know that I was not dead;

I was merely in Toronto."
Through his travels, Albee
said he has seen art in
different societies; thus, he
compares American culture
with that of closed societies.
And what he sees worries him,
he said.
"Shockingly little
difference" lies between the
arts in such a closed society as
the Soviet Union and such an
open society as the U.S.,
according to Albee. Artistic
and intellectual bureaucrats
in the U S S R, determine the
citizens' cultural frame of
reference by selecting what
art is allow^ in the country.
"In the U.S. the arte are
controlled by the people;
people who want to be left
alone at the status quo, who
don't want their values
questioned," Albee said. "In

America we have free access
to the arte but society IS
indifferent to it."
Albee recalled discussing
"semantic colapse" with a
Soviet playwright - the
intention of Soviet bureaucrats
to so protect the Soviet Union
from the art of the Western
World that there would be a
semantic collapse of the
people.
"Could that happen
here?" Albee asked. "Are we
forcing on ourselves a
dictatorship through
intffference?"
The health of the. arts in
the U.S. depends on the
government
the
public
permits itself to have.
according to Albee. In the
early '60's, there was
creative arte explosion under
Continued on Page 6

'TV turning minds
into Cream of Wheat'
By THERESA BEALE
"Television is turning American minds into Cream
of Wheat."
So said _plajwright Edward Albee after his lecture
Tuesday night in Wilson Hall. Albee fielded questions
from the audience ,on the impact of television, films,"
and critics upon the theater
"I question whether television can go on," he
mused.
Albee offered commercial advertising by lottery as
a solution to the demise of television. With a lottery,
the sponsors wouldn't know when their ads would
appear on which shows; thus, the sponsors couldn't
control the shows' content.
The government shouldn't censor TV, but it is
responsible to end the censorship of commercial TV by
sponsors, Albee said.
Applause replaces laughter during humourous
scenes on television scenes and Albee said he is seeing.
the same thing happening in the theatre.
"The expectations that TV creates in peoples minds
is warping the public's tastes of what dramatic nature
should be," he said.
Public televi sion, which is supposed to be "our
television conscience," has only a 3 percent viewing
audience and can't afford its own programming,
according to Albee. Public TV has to buy cann«l
programming from Britain.
"Television is one of the most endangering elements
of this century, but it has potential to enlightnen the.
people," Albee said. "Only 5 percent of the population
go to the theater.
"Public awareness of art is going to have to come
from something as evasive as TV."
Continued on Page 2
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SGA rejects grievance procedure
By BRITE OSBORNE
The administration's
proposals dealing with student
grievance procedures were
rejected by the Student
Government
Association
Tuesday.
The administration's
grievance procedure draft,
which was drawn up by Dr.
Thomas
Stanton.
vice
president of academic affairs,
and Dr. Robert. Atkins,
chemistry professor and
speaker of the faculty senate,
indicates exactly how far the
faculty
is willing
to
compromise with students,
according to Darrell Pile.
SGA president.
However, the proposal is
"nocompromise." Pilesaid.
Therefore, the senators voted
that pile should stick by the
SGA's six points when he
addressed the University
Council Thursday.
The faculty draft consisted
of three sections: grievances
concerning
a
faculty
member's
teaching,
grievances concerning the
course and method of
informing students and
faculty.
For
dealing
with
grievances involving a
teacher, the draft outlined the
policy already in use. Students
should discuss the problem
with the department head
first, then the dean, and
finally the vice president of
academic affairs.
For problems with a
course, the draft suggests
using the curriculum and
instruction committees in each
department as a sounding
board for student grievances.
Students ana faculty would
be
informed
of
these
procedures through the
student
and
faculty
handbooks.
Atkins, who represented
ths faculty, disagreed entirely
with two of the SGA's six
points concerning teachercourse evaluations, according
to Pile, who met with Atkins
and Stanton Monday in an
effort to iron out differences.
Atkins could not agree to
evaluating each professor
once a year or to allowing
student
evaluations
of
teachers to be on file for
student review, according to
Pile.
Atkins okayed three SGA
points: teachers not handling
UOBBOaoaBOBB

the evaluations, the grievance
Eroeedure being published in
oth handbooks, and the
SGA's right to set up its own
grievance committee. Atkins
also approved of setting up
departmental committees, but
din not agree that these
committees should review the
evaluations. Pile said.
At the meeting between
Pile. W'atkins and Stanton.
"we really weren't coming up
with any compromise," Pile
said.
The student grievance
procedure draft was drawn up
in an effort to overcome the
stalemate in negotiations. Pile
said.
"This is how far they'll go.
he said. "They won't go any
farther."
In other business, the SGA
will ask James Madison
University President Ronald
Carrier to let seniors decide
how graduation should be
carried out. Pile reported.
Representatives from the
SGA's senior class committee
will ask Carrier today to let
seniors vote on how to carry
out the graduation exercises.
The Breeze reported last
week that graduation this
year will be conducted en
masse, instead of allowing
each graduate to shake
Carrier's hand.
"To say we've been
swamped with a boatload of

complaints since the story
appeared is an underexaggeration. he said. "It's
beenmore like a fleet."
A new SGA constitution and
by-laws, with the exception of
a
section
on
senate
membership that was sent
back to committee, was
overwhelmingly
approved.
A bill of opinion declaring
that the SGA supports the
Commuter
Student
Committeesrequest that food
services should institute a 10
or 15 meal plan instead of the
present five meal per week
plan was passed.
Honor council and SGA
elections will be held April 3.
Dave Martin, administrative
vice president, announced.
A $200 reward was offered
to anyone coming forth with
information leading to the
arrest and conviction of those
responsible
for
the
"immature
act"
of
vandalizing 18 vending
machines in N-complex and
lake complex dorms.
A
bus
providing
transportation from the JMU
campus to Valley Mall and
downtown will run at 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m. Saturaday. Jan 27.
the
student
services
committee
chairman
announced.
In other
business:
A
bill
of
opinion
condemning the waV security

• TV
(Continued from Page I)
But television may also be turning people toward
the arts, Albee conceded.
"Commercial TV is getting so bad, it may be driving
people out of thehouse," he said.
Albee holds the same disdain for film
television.
"I don't like most American films. Most American
films aren't made to be liked, they are made to make
money,"he said.
Early films by a new director on a shoestring budget
are much better later films by the same director on an
large budget Albee said.
"No film that cost $40 million to make is going to
engage our minds particularly," he said.
Critics of the theater and screen often tell the people
what they want to hear, rather than what they should
hear. Albee said. '
The function of a critic is to open the people's minds
and eyes to the arts, he said. Good art has the
responsibility to advance its form and extend the
people's perceptions of themselves.
"Critics should encourage people to participate in
the arts to understand theirfives," Albee said. "I don't
see that happening."

I
Plus New Shipment of
Wine Glasses and Beer Mugs

Dale UJegner Chevy City
When it comes to value ...
J.AA.U. comes to Chevy City
Htm & Used cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg

Lee Lee's
AFTER INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE

1/2 OFF ON ALL WINTER
SWEATERS. BLOUSES,
LONG AND SHORT
DRESSES
1/3 off on belts

57 W. Marktt $1.
Narristahar|, tfa. 22101

Call us for all your travel needs
1774 S. Main St. H'burg
434-1796

50* EACH

that the SGA can voice it
disapproval to the teacher
"This project can not wt
without, student input,"
said.
A proposal for a JMU
emergency service was sent
to committee.
Pile called attention to his
guestspot in the Jan. 23
Breeze, which he called "very
comprehensive" and "maybe
too long."
The story had to be
comprehensive in order to
explain why certain actions
were taken and "to clear up
the embarrassment I suffered
last year from a Breeze
article." pile said.
A sample of the health
center evaluation form was
given to each senator. A
suggestion was made that a
sign be posted in the infirmary
to inform students about the
forms.

WAYNE'S
UNISEX
HAIR
DESIGNERS

travel counsellors, inc.

SPECIAL

is "milking" the students by
handing out parking tickets
was passed. The bill was
prompted by a page one photo
in the Jan. 23 Breeze which
showed a car that had been
ticketed even though the
driver had left a note on the
windshield explaining she had
a dead battery and would
move the car by 9 a.m. The
ticket was given at 8:50 a.m.
The
food
services
committee will check into the
possibility of allowing students
to use ID' cards in Duke's
grill on weekends and for
breakfast.
The Boston concert was a
success, and the University
Program Board came "very,
veryclose to breaking even."
UPB chairman Dave Imre
said.
Dave Martin reminded
SGA senators to turn in lists of
teachers who give tests the
week before final exams so

Wayne

Waft's for Hit Ptrtonal Toaeh •.

| it vttrt tfiM yti emt tt tar Stlta. Ntrt fttl firi hair ■talaaiaj
\ with taiaajaatita, hairaattiaa. that's "tkaar artistry" aaa* ttriatatats that \
| ara aataral Utkiag aa4 leaf lattitf. VtaH lt«t tht aright ehttrfal
\ ataatthara tl tar Salts. Why att 4raa la far a vltH, ar thtat at far

\ m ****"*- WAYNE'S UNISEX
HAIR DESIGNERS
\SHADETREE GLASS SHOP j
Downtown
Wmmnl^
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Computer pioneer
supports progress

•YOU KNOW computers are very friendly beasts, if von treat them right," Captain Grace
Hopper said Tuesday.
rf'0* *» L«WT«K« «m«r»on

1
V

!
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By MAUREEN RILEY
"I've always liked to make things do things," she said with
child-like enthusiasm that immediately negated the brisk attitude
suggested by her no-nonsense naval uniform and stern,
overwhelming glasses.
Although her wavy silk-white hair was apparent under her
identifying officer's cap. her appearance also disguised her age
At 73, this trim, compact Naval officer has a long list of honors,
eofessionsand amazing historical experiences that are related to
rdesire to "make things do things," Since 1944, Captain Grace
Murray Hopper has been directly involved in making computers
do things for man.
A few hours after she gave her humorously informative speech
as James Madison University's first visiting scholar this
semester, she sat comfortably and very much at ease in a
conference room in an exclusive interview with The Breeze She
began by recalling her first experience with the first large-scale
computer in the United States.
As a junior grade lieutenant officer in the Naval Reserve, in
1945 she was "a member of the original crew" who designed and
programmed the first large-scale computer, the Mark I.
Hopper described her introduction to the Mark I as one of awe
and ignorance.
"I reported to my commander who pointed to this 51-foot-long
and 8-foot-wide monster, and he said 'this is a computing
machine.' The only thing I could say was 'yes sir !"* Hopper said
That was probably the last time Hopper ever had so few words
to say about the subject of computers. Since then, she has become
a legendary figure in the development and promotion of
computers.
Being a pioneer in the field of computers is not the only
characteristic that makes Hopper a unique person. The fact that
she has a career in what is now believed to be a "man's field,"
computers and mathematics, is also unusual. However, Hopper
has never been bothered by this because she has "never had time
to notice any prejudice" towards herself because she is a woman
she said.
"I never knew prejudice was there. If a lot of people didn't
know prejudice was there, they wouldn't notice it either," Hopper
said.
"^
It was necessary for a woman to work at a men's job during
World War II. when Hopper entered the Naval Reserve and first
began her work on computers.
Besides, she continued, "there was no tradition yet, in
computers, for which kind of job was for which kind of person."
Hopper's interest in computers began as a child when her
grandfather, a senior civil engineer, used to take her with him
when he went surveying. Hopper became fascinated with
geometry and mathematics. She followed her interests at Vassar
College, where she graduated in 1928 with degrees, in physics,
mathematics and economics.
After teaching mathematics for 13 years, Hopper joined the
Naval Reserve in 1943. Her first assignment introduced her to the
then aspiring field of computers.
She has stayed in the
computer field because "I've had too much fun with computers "
she said.
Her "fun" included inventing a part for the computer, called
the compiler, in the early 1950's. This device enabled the
computer to translate the English language into the complex
system of binary numbers that makes programming the
computer a much more simplified process. The compiler is still
used today.
Her foresight with computers can be attributed to her
progressive attitude, which is contrary to the conservative
stereotype usually associated with people Hopper's age.
She does not resist change and progress. In fact, she
denounces anyone who does.
Continued on Page 4

Computer systems preferred over single units
By PATTI TULLY
"But we've always done it
this way."
This phrase is the most
dangerous one used in the
computer industry, a longtime expert in the field told a
group of James Madison
niversity faculty and
students Tuesday.
"If during the next 12
months, any of you say 'but
we've always done it this
way.' I will instantly
materialize and haunt you for
the next 24 hours," Capt.
Grace M.' Hopper, head of
Naval Data Command, said
humorously.
Future concerns, such as
increased population, will
require the development of
larger-scale computers to
carry information more
accurately and rapidly, she

However, the present
system of building one new
computer that is larger, more
accurate and more rapid
than
those computers
outgrown must change,
. according to Hopper.
The future requires that
systems of computers be built
rather than new single units,
she said.
The
nation's
best
computers currently send
information in billionths of
seconds, according to Hopper.
It is difficult to increase that
speed with a single computer,
she said: therefore, a system,
of computers must be built to
share tne work.
Hopper d»ew an analogy
with the early history of the
United States.
"In the early days settlers
used oxen to move things.
.Wtefcthjp l.oacj.gpt too. big. they.

didn't try to grow bigger
oxen: they used two. I think
that's what they're trying to
tell us."
A few computer systems
have already been put to use
in the U.S. according to
Hopper.
The Bank of America, for
example, began using such a
system more than three
years ago, when they found
large sums of money were
being lost to customers
writing checks at bank
branches other than their
own. Hopper said. At that
time, tellers had no way of
knowing how much money
was in an account from
another branch, she said.
The computer system at
the Bank of America has been
in constant operation since it
was installed^, said Hopper.

The bank has found it to be a
rapid and accurate means of
sending information at a
much lower cost than a large
single computer, she said.
In the future, computer
systems will aid in increasing
food supplies by providing
better long-term weather
forecasts, according to
Hopper. Farmers could then
save crops presently lost
during unexpected storms.
Hopper said.
The long-term forecasts
also would help with the
problem of managing energy,
said Hopper, because they
would make it possible for
experts to know early what
parts of the country would
have the most need for it.
Hopper said she also
believes a great number of
smaller computers . will. be

used in the future in both
businesses and homes.
Presently only 10 percent of
American businesses (the
largest ones) have computers,
Hopper said. Soon smaller
businesses will feel the need
for them, she said.
Home computers also will
be used, according to Hopper,
to control such things as neat,
water, and security.
Hopper, a former Harvard
University faculty member,
has published more than 50
papers and articles, and is
also the recipient of several
awards including the Legion
of Merit, and the computer
science's first "Man of the
Year Award."
She is the first of several
lecturers to speak here this
semester under the visiting
scholars program.
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Nuclear power growth extensive
Sixty-nine plants in U. S.
Bv CINDY ELMORE
Although people raise an
issue about nuclear wastes,
the chemical industry has
wastes which are just as toxic,
a nuclear engineer said
Monday.
Several other issues and
hazards of nuclear power
development were discussed
by Kermit Laughonof the U.S.
Department of Energy at
Monday's physics seminar.
"Hazards from uranium
mining and milling are less
than those from larger coal
mining industries," Laughon
said.
"The United Mine
Workers have said mat 11
miners per day die from black
lung disease. The federal
government must pay a billion
dollars a year in disability to
coal miners."

KERMIT LAUGHON from the U.S. Department of Energy
discussed nuclear power development at a physics seminar here
Monday.
p)nt0 ^ Mtrk Thompson

* Computer
(Continued from Page 3)
The person who resists
change by saying "but we've
always done it this way." is
hindering progress, according
to Hopper. She believes that
the reason people have
progressed so far is because
they have been willing to try
new ideas.
To further emphasize this
point. Hopper has some
unusual clocks in her office
at the Pentagon. The two
hands on one clock sweep the
face in a counter-clockwise
motion. The other unusual
clock in her office operates by
the circle of numbers
revolving around the two
stationary hands.
"They really throw people
the first day. but people get
used to it; which proves that
things don't have to stay the
same just because we're used
to them" Hopper said.
She also believes that
people of her generation
"greatly underestimate the
potential of young people."
Because of the tremendous
amount of new technology.
Hopper thinks that "young
people today know so much
more that I did at that age."
An example of her interest
in encouraging young people
to reach their potentials is the
stipulation she established for
the Grace Murray Hopper
award, which is awarded to
those who have made a
contribution to the computer
field. The recipient must have
completed his work by age 30.
Hopper
based
this
guideline on a personal
experience. When she was 40.
she received her first award,
the
Naval
Ordnance
Development Award. Since
that time she has been

honored with at least 20 other
distinguished awards.
However, she said her first
award has meant the most
to her because "it was a pat
on the back that said keep it
up. you're doing a good job."
The future of the United
States lies with the young
people and with computers.
Hopper said. "Computers are
going tobe like the Model T's
were in my day: pretty soon
everyone will have one,"
Hopper said.
When the standard clock in
the conference room neared
the time of her next lecture,
she snubbed out her cigarette,
drew her stately 5-foot frame
to it s full stature and smiled
mischeviously. "You know,
computers are very friendly
beasts, if you treat them right.
You just have to follow their
rules, not yours."

The development of
nuclear power has grown
extensively since the first
sustained chain reaction in
1942 and subsequent atomic
bomb in 1945..

Sixty-nine nuclear power
plants are now operating in
the United States; however,
Laughon emphasized that
there has never been a fatal
injury in one of these plants.
In
fact.
the
Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
estimated the chance of a
fatality as one in five billion.
The" radiation emissions
from nuclear power also is a
frequently raised issue.
However, all of the United
States' nuclear plants are
within the regulatory limits,
Laughon
confirmed.
Radioactive fragments from
atom fission must be kept
away from the biosphere since
some of these elements will
not lose their radioactivity for
thousands of years.
"In the past 30 years, a lot
of nuclear wastes have been
stored—some poorly.
We
have to put this stuff in
something that will safely
contain it," Laughon said.
"We're looking at shooting it
into space, but we will

JEWEL

probably use deep geological
burial, a reverse mining
process.
But we can't
guarantee it will be there
forever." he said.
Alternatives to nuclear
Eower -solar, geothermal.
iomass.
fusion,
and
hydroelectric, are also being
explored and used, but many
offer environmental hazards
and are difficult and
expensive to obtain, Laughon
siad.
"Oil. natural gas, coal, and
uranium will carry the load
for the rest of the century, but
oil and gas will run out,"
Laughon explained. "Also,
the
United
States
is
vulnerable to economic and
social disruption through
potential embargos on
imported oil unless substitute
energy
sources
are
obtainable."
The earth has two to five
million tons of nuclear ore
available at economically
profitable prices, and our 69
Continued on Page 8

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
EARRINGS
ALL GOLD
JEWELRY

TO ALL JMU STUDENTS
20% OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE gj*"
with student I.D,

$5 EAR PIERCING
—Price Includes Studs

GOOD FOR ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR!

Phil & Caye Johnson

Jan. 25

Country- folk- Bluegrass- Ragtime

Tim Euerman &

*

Jan. 20-27

The East Coast Offering

ROBERT JUNIOR LOGWOOD
American
Cancer

Top Slide Oultarkt In the Country!
Downtown Harrkonburg

Jan. 30

.
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Service Parts of Harrisonburg,

Inc.

Wholesale Distributors
AUTOMOTIVE PAftTS & EQUIPMENT
We sell wholesale only, to all JMU
students. Master Charge Welcome.

14 N. Liberty St. H'burg Va.
Phoiie 434-3844 or 434-5750

The University Square
"wktrt Mr taints* b |#«"
Great Savings at
The University Square- • .
Now having their
MID-WINTER SAVINGS
Holiday Wear
Dresses
-30%off
Coordinates
Sweaters
Blouses & tops
25% off
other in store specials
up to 50% off
*now showing a touch of SPRING
^m^

US. ft* s<.
9:30 - 5:00 daily
open Friday nights
until 9:00

Utility Deposit Coop may fail
due to lack of Alumni funds
By KRIS CARLSON
The-fate of the commuter
student Utility Deposit Co-op
now lies with President
Ronald Carrier due to the
withdrawal of the Alumni
Association funds which Were
to back the group, according
to
Commuter
Student
Committee Chairman Craig
Williams. *
The Alumni Association
decided not to back the utility
co-op upon learning that at
present the Continental
Telephone Company here has
$10,000 in outstanding student
debts. Williams said at
Tuesday's CSC meeting.
"I don't feel we can
generate $10,000." CSC
advisor
and
Associate
Director of Residence Halls
Lin Rose said "We would
need 2,000 participants in the
co-op at $5 a person to
guarantee that." Estimates
last semester based on the
number of current" student
utility depositors placed the
number of probable co-op
members at 500.
"I don't feel we can ask the
Alumni Association or any
organization to fund a losing
proposition," Rose said.
Suggestions that the co-op
not
include
telephone
deposits, or that residence
students be allowed to join the
co-op and keep the telephone
deposits the co-op will be
made by Rose on behalf of the
CSC to Carrier. Carrier then
will decide if the co-op will

exist, and how it will be
funded, Williams said
"The natural response is
why does the co-op wort at the
University of Virginia?" Rose
said.
"At the telephone
company in Charlottesville,
the number of outstanding
accounts before the co-op was
10; We just have too many
people who are not paying
their bills."
In other business, last
semester's idea to establish
an old test file in the CSC
office
in
the
Warren
University Union for the
entire student body was sent
back to a workgroup for
further study as a result of an
unanimous vote.
Also, last week's proposal
to deliver the commuter
newsletter "Scooter's Nooze"
to commuters' mailboxes was
shelved in another vote until
funds are made available to
handle the additional costs of
the proposed program.
Alternative dining hall
contracts of ten and 15 meals
per week will be suggested to
Graham Ross, contract dining
manager, to supplement the
current alternative plan of
five meals per week for next
semester, Williams said.
Williams also wilLsuggest
that meals not be restricted to
lunches only, as they are in
the current five meal plan,
and that means other than
Dining Hall digest . (which is
found on dining hall menus)
be used to publicize the

alternative contracts.
Two new senators for the
Student
Government
Association were elected:
Steve Alford and Phyllis
Oeters.
A finance workgroup was
appointed to begin preparing
next semester's budget and to
make additional financial
requests* possible for this
semester.
A request to ask Vice
President of Student Affairs
William Hall for permission to
enlarge the CSC office by
knocking out a wall there was
okayed by the committee.

Dionne Warwick
says:"Getyour
Mood into
circulation."

Call Red Cross now
lor a blood donor
appointment

L
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Canfcg's Distribute

Mt. Crawfsri
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Albee
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individual artist, but the
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be unique
importance of art.'t •"
With
the
Nixon-, ' '-'We ' ea'n .have any
gavernm'ent. ^ anv '"hrt^
administration, however, the
arts.
suffered a.
"retrenchment," Albeesaid
The public was mistrustful ' •
of adventure, he saitfc
. ^ *"

.......

>

(Continued from Page 1)
'us 4io^-we "'atr#''€101118 <£ls.a_
the KenngS^admiiiistraticm.sS^ -society " '"Albee explained

held"When
up toiiisi-,,
,
you ce4se
With„
adventure pebpJe remind yw
that you are-capable of it

-ij

Theater student T
makes finals
A
James
Madison
Umversity theatre student hah "y/
been selected to attend theo^Nt-st,.
final auditions of
the*
• University- and Resident
Theatre Association.
; Seraor Cathy Byrd has^^ , •
"^ayed lead roles- at JMU
"The Runner Stumbles,''^-..'
"Hot L Baltimore," and
the Bobm-Boom Room " She
was one of 1400 students from
across the country who
participated in preliminary^'
screening auditions, and one.
of approximately 300 chijsen . >^.for final auditions, Ms Byrd ^
will attend the final auditions
early in February in New,
i

?-

V- • •"h- t

r*

^poftfd^Xar & tfiich
You r im port Po rts"
u r -H eodn uorte rs
The Volley
UHNTEft IS HERE!

f-

^ / time To Get Your Sports
or-lmported Cor In Shape For The
Fun Months A+ieod. We Hove
vlOwner's Mapucils Fpr Over 100
Makes-$8.95. W'e Hove A Large
Number Of tiqrd-To-Get Ports in.
Stock For VW, Fiat, Dotsun, Brit,
leytond Toyoto, Saab, VbW^;
l^Hondo, and ,Othe'r«...vv.,
Cair& See If We Hdve^.^. .
.. What You Need!
' obttotio <t dUtuml f» *ia<toiibi I.v*:
WatermonB Chicago
433-2534

-

-

1.'.€

J ~

.
J
.
i
*

January Clearance
DeeCee Corduroy Bibs
12'' reg. 24°°
Juniors Corduroys
1 /3 to 1 /2 off
Men's Shirts
uf^to 50% off
Jackets

DOWN- CORDUROY-LEATHER
25% off
Large Selection of Tops
and Sweaters fforh 4*^'

. : siiJST^R
Levi Straight Leg Jeans
10&% Cotton Denim

:.*.OPEN.THURS -FRI til r
THE PURPLE BUUDING^-^'''"
2 NORTH MAIN ST

fs

.r
''

yl ^ ^ ^

2r;;;g,-i?TnW«RE¥^, JT/iday; ^anuary-^eCj'S^O. I?,age 7

Xiy^nno unc cmejl t-s—r-

—

CSC ski trip

Service co-op

The Commuter Student
Committee is planning a ski
trip to Massanutten Feb. 7. If
you are interested in going
come by the Commuter
Student Office on the Ground
Floor of the University Union
or call 6159.
Commuter
students only.

The JMU Service Co-op is
now accepting applications
for volunteer staff positions
for the Spring Semester.
Positions open are: Publicity
Director, Finance Director,
Projects Director, and Office
Manager. Applications must
be completed and returned by
Feb 2 and are available in the
Service Co-op office on the
ground floor of the Warren
University Union. For further
information, contact Chuck
Berlin at 433-6613 or P.O. Box
L-31.

Play
"Down the Line," a student
written play, will be present^
in Wampler Experimental
Theatre this Wednesday
through Saturday at 8 p.m.
Admission is $1.

UPB position
The UPB is now accepting
applications for concert
committee and all Executive
Council positions. Deadline
for concert committee is
January 31st. Other deadlines
vary.

Job office
The Student Employment
Office will open for second
semester Mon.-Fri. from 1-3
p.m. in the University Union.
For more information call
6551. -

Planetarium
The Public Planetarium
Program, held in Miller Hall,
will present The Legacy on
Thursdays, Jan 18-Feb. 15 at 7
& 8 p.m.

Reserve courts
The number to call to make
a racketball or squash court
reservation is 6561.
This
number may be called after
3:00 p.m. Monday-Friday.
For additional information
concerning recreational
activities for students,
faculty, and staff, call 6669.
The 12:00-1:00 p.m. hour is
reserved for faculty and staff.

Summer jobs
on
For
information
summer jobs come by the
Planning and Placement
Office, 2nd floor Alumnae
Hall.

Woody*s

Sports

Boots

Moody's

The SO A ';shoppihg bus' will
The Wesley Foundation will
opei;ate this Sat., Jah. 27. The •sponsor, the Minnesota Couple
bu.s' ' will •-,. provide
Communications Program^;
trans|>ortajjon to downtown
beginning-Feb. Ji fot four <4) Harrisonbut^g.and the Valley"
consecutive Thursday nights. '
Mall. The bus will leave fmjj .Each sessuon will be from
The SO A shopping bus whl,; 6r80-9:,3()-p.m, The ^ogt is $16|operate this Sat., Jan 27. The '. per person plus $3.35 for the
bus
will
provide
workbook, To register contact. "
transportation 'to downtown
Barbara Williams at 4,34.3490 *
Harrisonburg and the Valley.
(minings). Deadhp©is jan^
Mall. The bus wiij leave-^
2«hall at 1 and 3 p.m. .^leturn
transportation
will '
provided.

4:00

NIte

Campus picture#

The Bluestone wiB be selling..'..^^^
unused color candid pictures*.,
,
.j.
of the campus and athletic _ •Si.gma'jSigma-Sigma sorority ^
events in the PostOffice lobby ..ig sponsbfrng-a slave auction
to be held Jan. 30, at 7;30 p.m:"'
Mon. Jart 29 il-3 and Tues Jan
in GiffOrd Hair TV" lounge. 30 12-3. The cost will be.$1.00
for an 8x10 and $;^for a 5S7.? -Everyone %„welcome.- -

Woody's

433-2244
lappppfflffgllilfilliilliilfEllglPpiplfp

Saturgd^^

THE FAMOUS RESTAURANT
OF Down-Town Horritonburg

" JV

-i'- -

At Th©"5prlng House

434-7253
The Restaurant with Tradition
.V-,

-

• '

i-M' Candle light - Soft Music
Where the sji'sh kabob is original
" # and the lamb chops ore cut from
spring larrL. (imported)
• 30 brorids of beer, cocktails520 kinds of wine
• Plenty of Parking

17VN. Main

-The HarrisonburgfiSs Rockingham
Unit
of
American Cancer Society
announces the availability of
"•i " self-help materials designed
i. to specifically aid those
;smokers willing to try quitting
,i- on their own.
ACS authorities, regard the
new materials as another step
V in the direction ^ self-help:
"No matter how long a
-smoker has been at It-either
smoking or quitting-these
approaches can make the
^ ,i,d,iffcrence fh -staying off
,, "cigareftes for good."
i
- A call to 434-3360 wiH get
^"the interested person these
.^^valuable • materials
.^'jnunediately-and there's no
" . charge "It's ppver'too late to

" <pit"

' .

"fContiaued on Page 9>

Tablecloth - Cloth Napkins
-

fffogram of music by Bach,
Haydn, Reinagle and Mozart
-at o p.m. in. the auditorium of
JMU's
Anthony-Seeger
-Campus - School.
Buchanan
built the replica of an
authentic eighteenth century
fortepiano that he will use for
his recital.
.Allof, the recitals are open
jto- the.public at no charge.

Smokel's

Ualiep Mall

'Wi

'Recitals

(In. Spanish with Efflglisb ''
siihtitlesK ^"3.- "
scheduled to begm at 3 p.m.
subtitlesL-^^,, - *
28, • fortepianist
'•-'j^lve^chahanw^
a

434-2666,
oap

.if

OtgoiuAi

f>olfs
8:00

DeadHnes ar©3 p.m: Tuesday
for the Friday-paper and 3
p.m Friday for the Tuesday
paper. All announcements
roust be doublespaced typed,
signed by an officer of the
organization
and
hand
delivered to The Breeze office.
All- announcements are
subject; to editir^ and are
printed on a space-available
basis. '

The Janres
Madison
Utiiversity niusic department
has four recitals sch^uled for
Club
thiS week on the JMU campus
Water Poltji,'
Jan.
Kenneth
MOttftM of flw JMU music
The Psycholo^„C3nlywinJfoldf
4^aEtment faculty " will
The JMU Wafe'r'PoleGIabTvilt- a ^pot luck dinner
Tuesday.
mill
hold practice oh Tues. and ' Jin 30 af 7 p m. at Peg^' »• present a trumpet recital at 8
Thurs, nights from 9-10 p.jn.EWwing's place. All me'mberS^'"^; p.m. in JMU's Wilson Hall
"
For more information call. are welcome as well as • Auditorium.
Dn Jan. ;:26, JMtlv music
Skip or John ,at,.434-7255'"Or- others interested in joimng-''.and
BrOce at 433^5563:
the.dab Directions are on the;; sjfei^nts;JCamy s
€:bavid
ThackSf
will
present
a
V:;:- Psychology -Club ..bulletin-.
in the Latimer^ " w l
c 5 . " « - ^ h a r f f e r , T^^tre
'
of JMU's
Buke JFine Arts Center at 3
Rawley; rs • a : mezzoThe Artworks iSaHefy will
tie showing prints^ flba^.-ajMt
ceramics by. Walt- Bradshaw' ' A'ffint-.by.l4iis:'Bunu~el, Eos - 1^.
student Kim
and Jody Hess Jan. '21-Feb. 4
OlvidadOs.wiir be shown q»"
will present her senior
at 983 S. Main St. The opening"
Jan'29th in Room D iU-V* .ch^fw
reception will be held Jan. 2t; i •-"Motl
WUtJ SiiohsoredhV the I atin •' - offer Theatre of JMU s
between 4-5 p.m.
,.<Amertcan.Studies Cbmmittee;^Center on Jan.

WANTED
Clwicli

SKI RENTALS

—:

FEATURINGS.Drctc-Jones
from 9:00 PM "Til Midnight"

HAPPV HOUB 8:04^4:00
Across -from The Pbrkln^g^ 5^|icK',
Downtowfi : -

-

HOUSE PLANTS,
POT S,

rtliir

P.OOP,
UANOERS J:
ALL PLANT
3UPPirES A

^wtdihCjiaio^
9 matn -

' V-

vie,Vw',:.<

. . ..

¥3'f-St3<>
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Future lifestyles to be discussed
Individual vs. group rights

By JULIE SUMMERS
The commission on student
services will attempt to
evaluate the living and
learning arrangements
currently at James Madison
University and project the
next decade's lifestyles.
The evaluation is in
response to a directive from
JMU president Ronald
Carrier.
"Dr. Carrier wants us to
focus on our current situation
and look ahead to the future."
Dr. William 0. Hall, chairman
of the commission said
Tuesday.
The commission will study
the types of lifestyle currently
at JMU and evaluate their
adequacy to meet the needs of
students. The commission
will also attempt to enhance
thedesirable and alleviate the
undesirable features that
exist in the present lifestyle
arrangements.
Through sub-committees,
the commission will attempt
to determine what lifestyles
will be most attractive to the
student in the future.
Hall, vice president of
student affairs, and his office
have drawn up a privacy vs.
community approach for the
commission to take.
Hall
likened
the
privacycommunity approach to acomparison of the 1960's and
70's.
"It's a
question
of

* Nuclear
(Continued from Page 4)
?lants have demonstrated
avorable economics,
Laughon said, "Sure, nuclear
power plants cost more to
build.
but
they
have
advantages in fuel costs.
In any case.lt may take 20
to 30 years of nuclear breeder
development
before
a
substantial commercial
industry evolves. In addition.
Laughon stressed, it takes 10
to 15 years to get a nuclear
power plant license, and 10 to
12 years to build the plant.
"A number of public
interest groups actively
oppose nuclear power. But
most public referendums to
date reflect public support of
nuclear energy." Laughon
said. "These evaluations and
debates -over nuclear energy
reflect the democratic process
in the United States."

individual vs. group rights."
Hall said. The sixties were a
period of involvement, the
seventies are a period of selfconcern, he said.
"Will
they
(future
students) want to live as one
big happy family or live with
less involvement?" Mike
Webb, commission member
queried.
The commission has
broken itself into three subcommittees to make their
projections. Blaker Boiling,
of
management
and
marketing, will chair the
committee to evaluate the
management of future living
and learning arrangementssuch
as
staffing,
governmental sturctures and
rules and regulations. His
committee tentatively will
include.
Dr.
Marjorie
Christianson,
home

economics: Dr. Jon Mclntire.
counseling and student
development: and student
commission members Bonnie
Johnson and Dave Martin.
Evaluating environmental
developmentprograms,
services and special interestswill tentatively be. Dr. Lacy
Daniel. Dean of Students,
chairperson. Dr. Virginia
Andreoli. Psychology, Dr.
Phil Riley. history, and
students Dave Imreand Larry
Griffin.
Mike Webb will chair the
sub-committee to evaluate the
facilitiesconstruction,
renovation and legislative
compliance.-along with Dr.
Denis Finnegan. speech
pathology: William Merch.
business affairs: Dr. Chuck
Perso, special education: and
students Pam Nelson and
Chuck Cunningham.

SCUBA DIVING
Course held 7-11:30 a.m. Saturdays at
James Madison University beginning Feb. 3
Leads to international YMCA certification to
safely enjoy the fascinating underwater
world.
CONTACT US NOW- enrollment limited.
Experience Something new.

Florida Keys
WlVCk DlVeS

March 5-7 on preserved coral
reeh prolific with lire I color.
$53. frrtified divers on*.
ftramtd spirt startinf this Sprint

Main Straw!
Now Market. Vo.
740-ISI9
(Nut T« The
PASSAGES

Open Tue«.-fri. 9:30-0
Sat. 124

Ad Not Paid For Wi th State Fund.

Discover
what
GreeKT-ife
is all about

FRATERNITY
OPEN HOUSE
January 27

VALLEY SPORTS
'ANNEX
SKI RENTAL
124 S. Main St.

Harrisonburg

for rental info call 433-81 85

WERNER'S 7 DAY MARKET
'THE PARTY PACKAGE STORE t
LITTLE WINE CELLAR'
IEER It WINES of the WORLD
Thurs thru Saturday Notary Service

915 S. High St.

434-6895

"Party Package Specials"
AAICHELOB
6 pk.
ANDECKER
6 pk.
SCHLITZ
6 pk.
BLUE RIBBON
(24)
PABST Extra Extra Lt. 70 cal.
SCHAEFER
Premium
LABATT'S Canada Import
HEINEKEN Holland Import
OLD MIL & BLUE RIBBON
Longnecks (24)

1.99
1.89
1.59
6.25
1.89
1.69
2.19
3.69
5.99

SCHLITZ Light "Longnecks"(24) 6.49
BUDWEISER "Ski Party Special"
Longnecks 6.49
"Shi Re| Specials"
BUDWEISER
7'/2 gal. keg
18.95
BUDWEISER Party Keg 15 gal. 29.00
BLUE RIBBON IVi gal. keg
15.95
BLUE RIBBON 15 gal. keg
25.95
"Little ©he Cellar"
RIUNITE Sup. Mag. Rose 1.5 Lt. 4.99
GOOD MONK Liebfraumilch
2,49
PAULMASSON
1.5 Lts.
3.69
PAUL MASSON Chablis
2.49
LAMBRUSCO Chioli Imp. Lt.
1.99
BLUE NUN Liebfraumilch
3.79
HOT DOGS lb. pkg.
1.29
BACON
1.39
SAUSAGE
lb.
.89
EGGS Extra Large doz.
.83
BREAD loaf
.49
MILK Shenandoah Pride
1.69
ORANGE JUICE "100% Pure"
.69
SNACK CRACKERS
Nabisco
.79
HONEY GRAHAMS Nabisco
.79
Hot Coffee - Hot Chocolate
Sandwiches - Notary Services
Sunday & Daily Newspapers
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* Announcements

ial Offer at clip and save

(Continued from Page 7)

0ONUT KINO

Circle K projects

373 N. Mason

Circle K will be doing several
community and campus
service projects in the near
future. To find out more about
these events and Circle K
come to WUU Mon. nights at
5:30 p.m.

I Dozen Donuts
(Honey Dip)

Only $1.25
with this coupon

Ski Club trip
The Ski Club is sponsoring
trips
to
Snowshoe,
Massanutten, Wisp, Bryce,
Wintergreen and Blue Knob.
For more information contact
Matt Androski at 5103 or come
to the Ski Club meeting Tues.
night at 6:30 in the WUU
ballroom.

Offer good through Jan. 31
Limit: 2 dozen per customer
clip and save

GET YOUR ACT
TOGETHER

Dance Along
Panhellenic in association
with the Va. Lung Association
will sponsor a Dance Along
Feb. 3 from 12 noon until 12
midnight in the Shenandoah
Room of Chandler Hall. If
interested, come by the
Panhellenic office on the
ground floor of WUU or
contact Cathy Linberry 7485
or Sharon Gordon 7191.

And let the world cotch It ot The
Old Country, Dusch Gardens In
Williomsburg, Vo.
During our 1979 Audition Tour
we'll be looking for singers,
dancers, mimes, jugglers,
puppeteers, magicians,
bagpipers, violinists,
bluegross bands,
musicians and
technicians.
A spectacular new Musical
Revue in our Hastings Music
Theatre will open the doors to arT
exdtlng experience for more singers, dancers and technicians thon
ever before.
Work with outstanding talents and earn a
good salary while you're ot it. Get your act together and
show it to us. Then, get ready to show it to the world.
For further information call Old Country Live
Entertainment Deportment.

AwomponM. record ployer ond coaectefecordet wilt be ovolloble.

Saturday January 27th
10 am to 4 pm only
MNT$- TOM - SHIRTS
SWEATERS- JACKETS- COATS
HATS- DOWN UEST fc JACKETS

A support group for disabled
students will be started to
discuss concerns of college
life. Any interested student
should contact Chip Studwell
at the Counseling and Student
Development Center in
Alumnae 200 or phone 6552.

The following are the dates of
exemption tests to be given to
students wishing to take
them:
P.E. 129 (Elem.
Badmiton) Feb. 7 (written
exam) in Godwin 314 and P.E.
133 and 233 (Elem. and Int.
Bowling) Feb. 12, in Godwin
317 (written Exam). The skill
exam will be announced.

Shoot Yourself
Any group wishing to
purchase the negatives of
their pictures from Shoot
Yourself may do so by
contacting the Bluestone
(WUU G-9, Box M-27). The
cost for each group's
negatives is $5.

Art exhibit
An Art exhibition by Candice
Aucott will be displayed at the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Historical Society, 301 Main
St. on Jan. 28 through Feb. 1.

SGA booksale
Your last chance to pick up
money or books from the SGA
Used Booksale will be Fri
Jan. 26. Come by the SGA
office in Room 114 of the WUU
from 12-4 p.m.

Wesley Fellowship
"Homosexuality:
A
Theological Discussion" will
be the focus of the Wesley
Fellowship Sunday, January
28 at 6:30 p.m. at the Wesley
Foundation, 690 S. Mason St.
The program will be led by
Ms.
Jody
Henley
of
Charlottesville.

mm

Classifieds
*

1021 5. Alain

434-8650

ftBULTS!

.:.Y.V.V.\X.:.;*:*%X-V«.:.:*>»>:^

I

WLBEI COBBAl

I

Family Steak House

:■:■

V.

1580 South Main

a

1

V:

1
'(•:•:

:■:•

V.

:>:
:*
•:•:

'Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar n
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come By & Give Us A Try

:■:•

AND OTHER ITEMS TOO!.!

Disabled students

Exemption tests

Convenient location across from
up campus

CXOUD 9

Aufo Aactiejt

The campus post office
requests that all students
learn who their box mates are
and bring any mail that does
not belong in their box to the
window. We will see to it that
the mail is put in the correct
box or forwarded as required.
Also please do not push the
mail out of the box.

ALSO - All Cool Ray
Sunglasses
1/2 off I

An eqool opportunity
employe. WF/H

50% Off
AND MOM

Post Office

VALENTINE
CANDY -Qft
IS HERE ^

Bwch Ganlrm.
WillumVxintSi.

BARGAIN
BONANZA
Tke Biubf She|>

The American Association of
University Professors will
meet at 4:15 p.m. Wed., Jan.
31 in meeting room D of the
WUU.
Dr. Alexander
Sedgwick of Univ. of Va. will
speak on"Student Evaluations
of Faculties."

UGHES PHARMACY

Audition Dote:
Jon. 30.1979 (Tues.)
1:00 P.M. to 5,00 P.M.
Godwin Hall - Room 356
Folk Donee Studio
James Madison University
Horrisonburg. Va.

AAUP meeting

»:

%

&

'We have a steak in-your future'I
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Folk-dance group has concert, guest artist
Tamburitzans perform Saturday
By LESLIE BRECKONS
The Tamburitzans
of
Duquesne University wil
perform
their musical
pageant of East European folk
music, songs, and dances,
Saturday. January 27, at 8:00
p.m.
in
Wilson
Hall
auditorium

Series, has received gracious
reviews the world over and
can be seen free with a James
Madison I. D. and $2.00
without.

Gretel Dunsing: 'you have to care about the
audience9 to do effective folk dancing
By LESLIE BRECKONS
Gretel Dunsing is 73 years
old and still dancing.
Dunsing. one of the foremost

authorities on folk dance,
came to James Madison
University
Friday
to
introduce some Germanic folk

The performers, wearing a
variety of authentic folk
costumes, will sing in over a
dozen different European
languages
and
be
accompanied
by
the
tamburitza, a lute-like
instrument from which the
Pittsburg-based group takes
its name.
Backing up the tamburitza
are not only contemporary
instruments such as the
accordion, clarinet and violin,
but also the primitive goatskin drum and the shepherd's
flute.
Together, these
instruments add an unusual
quality to their performance.
per formiing
in
The
students,
all
on full
scholarships at Duquesne
University, nave toured many
contries outside of the United
States including Yugoslavia,
Greece, Latin America, and
the Soviet Union.
The concert, sponsored by
the
Artists and Lecture

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY TAMBURITZANS
Michael Hriskenko, Larry Shuga, Joseph
Kowalski and Dan Chamby, part of the group

that win perform in Wilton Hall this Saturday
at X:00 p.m.

Sideshow^^irts& People
9

Bill Blue: 'classed with the best
BUI Blue Band, January 17,
Elbow Room

a feeling that is so often
lacking in female vocalists.
Bill Blue, mainly because
the band is named after him,
would have to be the highlight,
particularly when displaying
his expertise on the bottleneck on songs like "On the
Road for Big Boy," and
"White Man Can't Play the
Blues," indicative of his raw
blues background.
Although all members of
the band deserve note, Dave
Carey stands out as the
premier bass
player,
probably
due
to
his
jazz-oriented style.

By LINDSEY BOTELER
What do the Byrds, B.B.
King, the Eagles, the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band, and J. Geils
have in common? They all
have performed with the Bill
Blue Band.
Who combines jazz with
rock n' roll and blues as well
as anyone in the business?
Bill Blue.
Last -week one of the best
bands to come to this area
performed at the Elbow Room
and exhibited why one writer
has said "Bill Blue is at the
point that he can be classed
'The group
with the best...and deserves
national attention if not
performed a wellprominence."
There is only one bad thing
to say about the band's stint in mixed combination
Harrisonburg; the sound
of styles that kept
levels were not at perfection.
For some bands that would
every listener
have meant disaster, but for
Bill Blue, it was only a minor
attentively
distraction.
The group
performed a well-mixed
involved9
combination of styles that
kept every listener attentively
Very
reminiscent
of
involved.
Stanley Clarke, Carey throws
Immediately noticeable is
in the finger-pops and stringthe uncanny resemblance of
slapping bass lines that add
the group's singer, Sharon
the necessary punch for a
Garland, to Linda Ronstadt.
group to be successful. Carey
Not that they sound the same,
can either walk or fly up and
thank god, but they look like
down the bass neck whenever
twins, both in physical
appropriate.
appearance and in the way
The other band member,
they address the mike.
Dave Poole on drums, Glenn
Unlike Ronstadt, Garland
Pavone on led guitar, and
has a very gutsy voice that
Bruce Courson on piano, all
growls the blues perfectly. On
songs like' *Take«©tit ♦9dm*« * • deserve* specuth aJttantivir,"
but
the only way to
Insurance" Garland exhibits

appreciate the band's total
effect is to see and hear them.
Their Adelphi album, to be
released in March, titled

"Sing Like Thunder" will
undoubtably show why they
have elicited so much
excitement.

dances to *« JMU Fo,lt Dance
Ensemble. A frequent guest
of honor of folk dance camps
in Europe, Mrs. Dunsing visits
universities and folk dance
groups through out the world,
teaching old Germanic Folk
dances
to
interested
participants of dance.
Gretel Dunsing's career
began at the age of two in
Berlin, where she was raised
by music and dance oriented
parents. In 1917 she came to
Chicago "to learn English."
While attending folk dance
seminars, she met her future
husband who she married in
1927. During the 1930's, they
regularly
attended
performances by Swedish,
Dutch, and Austrian groups as
well as groups from the
United
States.
They
subsequently formed their
own folk dance troupe and
began to teach
their native
dances to the different groups
they came in contact with.
Dunsing feels that the most
important aspect of folk dance
is style, because it is style that
distinguishes the dances of
different nations. She also
stated that feeling is
important as "you cannot do
perfect dancing without
feeling them (the steps.) Steps are nothing without
bearing." She believes that
true folk dancing is done
without performance in mind;
that people who perform folk
dance
should
enjqy
themselves and put their
"heart and soul" into every
show. Mrs. Dunsing further
said that you have to "care
about the audience" to do
effective folk dancing.
The Folk Dance Ensemble
will perform the dances Mrs.
Dunsing taught them as part
of their annual show in
Sinclair Gymnasium on
March 29, 30. and 31.

Bill Blue Band-Reserves national attention If not prominence
Photo by Joo Schntckonborgtr
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Craig Mauck's exhibit:

Silvertree Gallery details frisbee history
By AARON CROSS
The Frisbee Pie Company
was formed in Bridgeport,
Connecticut in 1871. Their
pies were sold on metal plates.
Legend has it that innovative
Yale students discovered that
these pie tins, if thrown
properly, could sail through
the air. The Frisbee Pie
Company folded in 1958, but
their legacy survives.
If you are one of the
multitude
of
Frisbee
afficianados. you might be
interested in what could be the
first major Frisbee exhibit in
the state. There are currently
over 500 different Frisbees
and disks on exhibit at the
Silvertree Gallery here in
Harrisonburg. There is an
incredible variety of disks
including:
A custom hand-made
wicker Frisbee crafted by
Craig Hoernschemeyer of Key
West. Fla.
A Frisbee ring made by the
Lifesaver candy people.
Frisbees from the National
Air and Space Museum.
One with an iJlustration of

Luray, Va.. but has spent
considerable time hitchhiking
around the United States.
Craig has participated in
many Frisbee competitions,
the first being here in July,
1975.
when he won the
distance event with a toss of 62
yards. Craig is one of the
95.000 members of the
International Frisbee
Association, and currently
holds the world distance
record forminf- Frisbees of
215 feet, set on August 25, 1978
at the World Championship in
Pasadena. Calif.
Craig calls Frisbee flight
"kinetic poetry." He mixes
expert knowledge with
tongue-in-cheek humour in his
descriptions in the exhibit.
A soft Frisbee disk: "Soft
Frisbee disk is Wam-O's
answer to the safe disk
challenge. Currently not
available to the public."
A 1968 master Frisbee:
"Designed to be the supreme
Frisbee. the Master failed due
to a too-soft flight plate which
tends to 'bubble' in flight."

Craig Mauck...it doesn't have to be stiff to be fun

photo by
Aaron Cross

By DWAYNE YANCEY
Bumps on a Smooth Surface Jimmy Madison
Although it's difficult to take someone with the name
"Jimmy Madison" seriously in these parts, this fellow
makes it a lot easier.
A jazz drummer with a long list of former employers,
some of them even impressive (George Benson, for one),
Madison has spent most of his career either as a back-up
musician or plugging away center stage in out of the way
clubs.
His debut album on Adelphi is impressive although not
necessarily dynamic.
Madison's handsome drumming blends well with the
other musicians, to form a tight whole. Fortunately, he
resists the temptation of long solos (or any solos, for that
matter) and appears more interesting in presenting good
music as opposed to just his drumming.
The pardoxical album title sums up a certain amount of
the imagination found in Madison's work. This is one to
watch.
Grade: B

Silbertree GalIery...over 500 different frisbees and disks
•>

a semi-truck saying. "My
daddy drives all over the
country and all he brought me
was this Frisbee."
A "pluto platter," one of
the original Wam'o Frisbees.
manufactured in 1957. This
one has a large cupola and the
names of the planets along the
rim.
A 45 rpm record by the
vocal group Fifth Dimension.
The title-Up. Up. and Away.
A Frisbee that was used as
a wedding invitation
Lacie Daniel and
Jordan Savage are
happy to announce
the marriage of
their mother
LuAnn
to
Ed Headrick
father of Ken. Dan,
Gary and Valerie
( on January 14, 1978
(after the wedding, white
mini-Frisbees were thrown at
the newlyweds instead of
rice.)
The
Exhibit
was
orchestrated by Craig Mauck.
a local bohemian. Craig is
from the rural area around
.'.i

photo by Aaron Cross

A redesigned master-sized
disk: New toy for freestylers
due to increased mass - spin.
An early fake Frisbee:
"Brooklyn Products
bootlegged this Fake Regular
until the courts took away
their mold. A collector's wet
dream."
Craig is tall, rangy and
hard of hearing. He is twirling
a Frisbee on his finger, a man
of incredible energy and very
talkative:
Q. When did you first know
that your relationship with
Frisbees was true love?
A: Back when I was a kid.
I just loved to throw things,
anything-rocks. cowshit,
paint can lids, shingles.
Q:
What dees Frisbee
symbolize to you?
A: It joins man's greatest
tool, his hand, with-, his
greatest dream, to fly.
Q:
Are there any side
effects from Frisbee?
A-

For some reason, it

i^ps people jn shape. I've
never seen any fat Frisbee
freaks.
Q

What else?

A: It communicates. I've
hitchhiked everywhere and
I've had all sorts of people say
to me. "I don't pick up
anybody hitchhiking unless
they are carrying a Frisbee."
Q:
Is
abroad?

there . Frisbee

A: I've seen some broads
who were pretty good with the
Frisbee.
Q: No. Craig. The question
was, is there Frisbee
abroad.?
A: The Canadians are wellrepresented as well as
England, Sweden, Australia,
Japan. Denmark, Finland,
ana .Luxembourg.
Later as we sit In my living
room. Manck demonstrates a
"Flapjack." an experimental,
thin, soft, rubber Frisbee.
"It's part of my limp disk
theory, where it doesn't have
to be stiff to be fun."

By MARK SUTTON
Road to Ruin

The Ramones

If this isn't the album that breaks the Ramones on the
national scene, it won't be my fault. Like Charles M.
Young says, "if your stupid enough not to appreciate the
- Ramones' sense of humour, then you deserve to be stuck
right where you are, with your ears glued to the
simpering disco drivel slopping out of your AM radio."
This is by far the most accessible Ramones album.
There are even a couple of guitar solos and a slow song
or two for those in the audience who need that kind of
thing. And for the technically-minded there are even
some overdubs here and there.
This time out the cartoon is on the front cover and the
picture is on the back. The cover song is on side one
instead of two, and again it's a killer. Just for kicks, the
boys have decided to cover that old Sonny Bono (!)
classic (?) "Needles and Pins."
The title of this album could be "Joey Ramone grows
up and becomes a real lead vocalist." He's managed to
combine many styles into something peculiarly his own.
DeeDee Ramone's bass playing remains a brand ofsonic assult all his own, a cross between a bengal tiger
on speed and the arms of Krupp. Johnny Ramones'
guitar is completely without any trace of subtlety or
grace, just those wonderful power chords bludgeoning
away at the listeners' brain. New addition on drums,
Marky Ramone, can play all the parts Tommy used to
play, and a few more to boot. Tommy hangs around as
producer under an assumed name (I'll never tell).

^^ammmmmammmmmm^mmmmmmmmsmmtm
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BOSTON
Muddled performarn
'^passable despite flau
Boston, January 22 - Godwin
Hall

TOM SHOLZ is generally regarded as the mastermind behind
Boston. The low-key musician's technical knowledge makes the
band's sound distinctive from other bands.

FRAN SHEEHAN Is one of the band's unsung beroes. The steady
backbeat he provided was one of the only things about the show
which was consistent with Boston's albums.

By CUTCH ARMSTRONG
Godwin Hall literally shook
last Monday night as Boston
and Sammy Hagar visited
James Madison University.
Though critically not a great
night for either band, the
capacity crowd loved nearly
every minute of it.
Plugging their second big
album in as many attempts,
Boston played a string of hits
sprinkl^
with
a
few
presently-unreleased tracks.
Most of the familiar songs
were presented with new
twists. While a few of the new
sections were pleasing, most
proved too distracting and
drawn out to sustain interest
throughout their entirety.
Part of this problem was
with sound.
Either Godwin
Hall is poor acoustically or the
sound mixing man was asleep.
Judging from past concerts in
the JMU basketball gym, it
was surely a combination of
both.
The band itself was also
partially to blame. While the
show was generally well
presented, the timing of the
vocals and intrumentals was
often
sloppy
and
lackadaisical.
In addition, the rhythm
section, consisting of guitarist
Barry Goudreau, bassist Fran
Sheehan and the drummer Sib
Hashian, was mixed far too
low. These players are the
unsung key to Boston's
successful
and
highly
marketable sound, but they
were not allowed a sufficient
opportunity to display their
talents audibly onstage.
Goudreau, for example,
played most of the licks which
are heard on the albums, and
the lower volume afforded to
him during the concert
weakened the live show.
Many of the songs which are
sharp and clear on record
sounded muddled in concert.
Boston's sixteen selections
clearly appealed to the
audience.
Though often
marred by lack of clarity,
they proved ample enough to
get the crowd on their feet,
singing and clapping. But
with all the clapping and
singing, most of the audience
was probably unaware of the
. deficiencies in the songs.
Bassist Sheehan and lead
vocalist Brad Delp proved to
be the most mobile and
accessible of the band. They
exhibited constant movement
throughout the show, with
Delp often going down to the
fans, shaking hands and
speaking to them.
One sad note on Delp's
hospitality involved the

ushers. After banishing the
paying
fans
and
photographers from the
aisles, they took it upon
themselves to fill the
walkways with themselves as
well as their girlfriends. All of
this made it extremely
difficult for those in seats to
see the show.
But this withstanding, the
show seemed to appeal to all,
from the 8-year olds up to
those in their thirties.
Boston's homogenous sound
gave nearly everyone present
a reason to stand up and
cheer.
Although Delp was unable
to hit the high notes as he did
on both of Boston's LPs, the
audience was very receptive
to anything the band played.
It ap^ared however, that the
crowd was aware that many
of the songs were not as
polished as they once were. A
few of the songs, most notably
"Don't Look Back" and
"Peace of Mind", were
markedly slower than the
original versions.
Though
some margin of error is
allowable
for
live
performances, these tunes
appeared awkwardly out of
syncopation.
As is generally known,
Boston is the brainchild of lead
guitarist Tom Sholz. Sholz is
an MIT graduate and former
employee of Polaroid, and his
technical knowledge usually
makes
Boston's
sound
distinctive from the average
rock and roll band.
Sholz is basically a low-key
musician, but it was difficult
to ignore him with his Farrah
Fawcett-Majors grin and his
glittered sneakers. He did
strange things with his guitar
Monday night, casting a
magical "abra cadabra" spell
on the instrument. Things of
this nature further excited the
already rowdy crowd.
Boston's one and a half
hour show featured a good but
not elaborate light show which
emphasized the band as a unit
with infrequent spotlights on
soloists. Unfortunately, the
lights did not help the
indiscriminant sound. But all
things considered the show
was passable despite the
flaws.
The opening act Monday
night was a different story.
Sammy Hagar, ex-singer for
Montrose, presented a sub-par
show.
Hagar complained
offstage and expressed
displeasure with what he
considered to be a lackluster
audience.
While
his
dissatisfaction with the
crowd's response was not
visibly evident onstage, his
music suffered nonetheless.

Hagar's four-man I
band laid low for most
set, allowing Hagar to
central attraction. Ii
most of the time thi
others weren't playing
took up residence off
side of the stage. The
which looked clean-cut i
to be students at
University of
Vir
appeared as though the;
a
good
having
regardless.
Unlike some of H
other shows, this on(
unusually boring,
unknowingly set the to
his set during the first
He sang "Turn the mus
and make it loud and cl
He turned it up and m
loud, but it was far from
His heavy metal
droned too much
consistently pleasant. I
the keyboards were
heard for a short part
song, yielding to three
noise.
Hagar is an experi
rocker. His band isn
weak but the songs
poorly written and execi
If the songs and the de
were more finely polishe
could get away froir
opening act circuit.
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BRAD DELP played the guitar more often than in the past.
Primarily Boston's lead vocalist, he acted out the part of a
method frontman by venturing out to the fans close to the stage to
exchange handshakes and conversation.

BARRY GOUDREAU was adversely affected by the mixing of
the concert. He played an abundance of fine guitar licks but was
seldom heard.

Photos by Bob Ross

was victimized by an overabundance of metal
l)s consistant throughout Boston's appearance but
enough to be appreciated.

SAMMY HAGAR and his band opened the show. Though an
experienced showman. Hagar's material and delivery were too
weak to attract sufficient attention to himself and his cast of four
backups.
.1

Sports

V

ODU b-ball takes two from JMU
Dukes dumped, 75-65
Bv PAUL McFARLANE
NORFOLK-With 55 seconds
to play in Wednesday's
basketball game with Old
Dominion University Steve
Stielper felt the effects of a
physical battle.
Jeff Inman was just called
for
a
backcourt
foul
attempting to make a steal.
Stielper. out of frustration
more than anything else,
yelled "Damn it" to the court
from his position on the bench."
He then just buried his face in
his towel and kept it covered
for almost a minute. ODU's
Billy Mann missed the first of
his one-and-one. and Stielper
looked up to watch the end of
JMU's 75-65 defeat.
It was more than you could
imagine." Stielper said of the
inside contact. "And those
guys (the officials) weren't
going to call it. I guess they
shouldn't have~I should have
played harder, but I couldn't.
"And you couldn't talk to
the officials They said 'One
more word and I'm going to
give you a technical.' It was a
bad atmosphere. I hated this
more than anything all year.
"I don't want to take
anything away from the
others guys.
(Steve)
Blackmon played a good
game and so did (Jack)
Railey If I had played as well
as I can. we would have seen

it's as simple as that, and
that's what really pisses me
off."
JMU took the early lead,
but never held more than a
seven-point advantage in the
half. Roger Hughett hit a
layup with 11:06 to go to put
the Dukes ahead 21-14 before
ODU called time out.
The
Monarchs
then
outscored JMU 22-10 in the
remainder of the half to hold a
36-31 lead at intermission.
Railey. who was tied with
Hughett for team scoring lead
at eight points through, the
first half, picked up his third
personal foul with B:02 to go.
At that time, the Dukes
went into a "spread" offense,
trying to kill part of the clock
and stay out of further foul
trouble. They killed almost
three minutes, but the plan
yielded three ODU points and
none for JMU.
Guard Bobby Vaughan
stole the ball fromJeff Inman
and drove the length of the
floor. His layup was missed,
but Vaughan drew a foul on
Inman and hit the first of two
shots.
JMU again came down in
the spread offense, but
another turnover resulted in
Ronnie McAdoo's four-foot,
turnaround lumper.
"We tried to bide time,"

said JMU head coach Lou
Campanelli of the spread.
"Railey had three fouls and
we didn't want to go down to
the wire in a slug-fest We
tried to lull them a little bit: to
buy time and save ourselves."
"I knew it was going to be
an emotional game, a tough
game, and we tried to save
ourselves for the end."
"The end" turned out to be
a bad dream for Campanelli
and
his
team.
ODU
opened the second half with
the same hot streak it ended in
the first half. The Monarchs
outscored JMU 6-3 to hold a 4234 lead with 15:55 remaining.
ODU extended that lead to
ten points with 11:52 to go. 5242.
At trot point, the emotion
part of the game Campanelli
referred tohita climax.
Railey
and
Ronnie
Valentine collided after
McAdoo's basket at the 11:52
mark, resulting in a cut over
Valentine's left eye.

Valentine was forced to leave
the game for a short while to
close the cut.
The collision, according to
Railey. was incidental.
Valentine turned and hit
Railey'so tooth.
Railey
stayed in the game, but the
home-town fans took offense
to the contact, as did
Valentine.
The
two
exchanged words at midcourt.
"He said a lot of stuff."
Railey explained. "But you
can't print any of it unless you
want to print a lot of dashes."
The injury to the hometown favorite incited the fans,
some 5,926 strong, and truly
created
a
home-court
advantage.
"The road is tough,"
Campanelli said. "One thing
that ODU has is major-league
intensity in the fans."
When Valentine returned to
the game after a butterfly
bandage closed the cut
temporarily. ODU held a 56-42
lead with 8:33 to go. Hughett

cut it to 56-43 with his free
throw.
JMU pulled to within eight
at 60-52 with six minutes to go..
but then the Monarchs went on
a spree. ODU put the Dukes
away with an 11-1 burst and
led 71-55 with 1:44 to play
JMU. with a last-ditch effort,
scored the final six points of
the game in last minute to cut
the lead to ten.
The Dukes were forced to
play the entire game without
Tyrone
Shoulders
who
sprained an ankle during
Tuesday's workout.
His
absence
was
missed
particularly when depth was
required Steve Blackmon
picked up his fifth foul with
5:23 to go, and Campanelli
found " himself in a hole.
"Sure, we missed Tyrone,"
Campanelli said. "I just hop
to God we'll have him back
Saturday (against Robert
Morris)," he added
"We're down," Campanelli
said. "But we're not out."

All-Americans stop Duchesses
Bv RON HARTLAUB
NORFOLK-AH
Americans
Nancy Lieberman and Inge
Nissen combined for 42
points to lead Old Dominion,
the number one ranked team
in the nation, to a convincing
99-62 decision over James
Madison University.
Wednesday night in the
Norfolk Scope.
Lieberman,
a
former
, Olympic player for the United
States, scored 21 points and
added seven rebounds, seven
steals and 11 assists. Nissen,
a 6-foot-5 center, also scored
21, had nine rebounds and
three blocked shots.
Despite the margin of
victory, the Duchesses played
well at times and stayed with
ODU early in the contest.
The Duchesses, led by
Mendy Childress and Cathy
Hanrahan. matched baskets
over the first five minutes
with the Lady Monarchs,
resulting in a 10-10 deadlock.
But the ODU team tallied the
next eight points using a
pressure defense and a strong
fast break to open the game
up.
They stretched the lead to
56-31 by half time.
In the second 20 minutes,
the Duchesses never provided
a serious threat, but they kept
the ODU starters from letting
the game get completely out
of hand.
Childress ended as the top
scorer for JMU with 18 points.
She also had 13 rebounds and
three assists while giving up
six inches to Nissen in the post
position.
Only four other players
scored for the Duchesses.
Hanrahan had 15, Sharon
Cessna scored 12. Kathy
Railey hit for nine and Kathy
Turner provided eight.
For the Lady Monarchs,
who shot 54.7 percent from the
floor for the contest, four
other players hit in double
... figures-, AM^^»..A?^:.
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Cotman had 14 off the bench.
Linda Jerome tallied 15. Jan
Trombley had 12 and
Rhonda Rompola added ten.
On the evening, the Lady
Monarchs outrebounded JMU
50-39. They also forced 27
turnovers
while
only
committing 18 themselves.
The win was the 16th in a
row without a loss for the topranked ODU squad. They are

also 4-0 and in first place in the
Virginia Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women
The Duchesses
dropped to 11-3 with the loss
and l-l in the VAIAW.
The Duchesses will be back
in action tommorrow evening
when they face VAIAW
opponent Norfolk State at
Godwin Hall. The game time
had been switched to 5 p.m.

y-»» •■ ■
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Southern Conference warm toJMUbid
By DWAYNE YANCEY
Southern Conference schools have
generally reacted favorably toward
James
Madison
University's
announcement last week that it will
seek admission to the nine-member
league.
A survey of athletic directors this
week found nearly all expressing
some degree of approval toward
JMU's bid. Only Davidson College
was hesitant toward the conference
adding a new member. Officials at
Marshall University and Western
Carolina University said it was too
early to discuss JMU's potential
membership.
Although most said they had only a
limited knowledge of JMU and could
not give an official university opinion,
the athletic directors cited three main
considerations in JMU's favor:
1-Its geographic location.
Harrisonburg is relatively close to
other conference schools, which are
mostly in Tennessee and the
Carolinas.
2-Its growing athletic program.
The conference nearly folded several
years ago when Richmond and
William and Mary withdrew and
officials are anxious to have strong
members.
3-The reputation of athletic
director Dean Ehlers.
JMU's most enthusiastic booster
was Virginia Military Institute, the
conference's only Virginia school.
"We know JMU very well and
would welcome them" into the

conference, said yMl athletic director
Tom Joynes.
Appalachian State University was
also enthusiastic.^"Were naturally flattered that
James Madison is interested in the
Southern Conference." said James
Jones.
In admitting new members, "you
have to be able to say this team will
really help" us." he said, and while
JMU's program may not quite match
up with some conference schools now.
"it's got a big student body and over
the next two decades you could have a
tremendous future in athletics."
Both Appalachian State and VMI
cited the lack of Division I football as
the chief stumbling block to JMU's
entrance.
JMU. however, has
embarked on a plan that would bring
Division I football to the Valley in the
next few years.
Other schools said they had not yet
discussed
JMU's
potential
membership with their athletic
committees but relied on Ehlers'
reputation and the growing athletic
program here to form their opinion.
"I know Dean Ehlers is running a
good program, with goals that would
fit our conference," said Ed Teague of
The Citadel, "From all areas of
academics, facilities and other aims
they'd certainly be an asset."
"I think Dean Ehlers is one of the
class people in our business," said
Furman's John West, "and if Dean
Ehlers has anything to do with the
program it must be a success. James

Madison is a fine school and would be
a fine member of any conference but
beyond that we haven't really talked
about it."
Athletic directors at East
Tennessee State and the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga responded in
the same vein,
Davidson's Thomas Cartimill, the
only athletic director to express any
reluctance toward adding a new
member, was mainly concerned how
a tenth conference team would effect
the basketball schedule.
Southern Conference schools now
play a total of 16 conference games,
two against each opponent. "It would
be difficult to add another two games
to our schedule," said Cartmill, "It
would mean we'd have to cut out
people like Notre Dame. Wake Forest,
Duke. North Carolina State or other
schools we've built up a good rivalry
with."
Scheduling
an
additional
conference game would not harm
Davidson's football schedule, he said.
Athletic directors at Marshall
University and Western Carolina
University said they were unable to
comment since no formal application
has been filed and they knew little
about JMU.
"The only thing I know (about
JMU) is that I know Dean Ehlers,"
said Marshall's Joseph McMullen,
"and he's a heck of a fine man."
Robert Waters at Western Carolina
said JMU would have to improve its
football program but that he would

consider JMU's application "with an
open mind."
In order to join the conference,
JMU must first have three member
schools sponsor its application.
If this is done by the next
conference meeting, in April, two
committees would be formed, said
VMI's Jones, one of athletic directors
to inspect athletic programs and
facilities and one of faculty
representatives to study the school's
academics.
The earliest these committees
would report would be the fall, 1979
conference meeting and Jones
warned that the application
procedure could become "a long
drawn-out process."
At least six of the nine schools must
approve the new member.
Ehlers has predicted it would take
two years for JMU to schedule enough
Southern Conference teams to be
eligible for the conference's
basketball championship and five
years for football.
If JMU joins the Southern
Conference, it would rank as one of
the larger schools, in both enrollment
and the athletic facilities it is
planning.
The three largest schools are
Marshall (11.200). East Tennessee
(10.500). and Appalachian State
(10.000)
The smallest are VMI
(1250). Davidson (1300). The Citadel
(2000) and Furman (2200) with UTC
and Western Carolina holding the
(Continued on Page 18)
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Free Super Bowl worth the price
By LAWRENCE EMERSON
Our man. "The Snake"
walked over, took a final drag
before flicking the butt and
said. "Let's go." smoke
streaming from his nostrils.
Less that two minutes
later, three JMU seniors,
Glenn Lawson. Jim* "Earl"
Hale and I. sat in separate
John stalls of the big aqua
men's room.
As I sat there, the absurdity
and excitement of our feat
overwhelmed me. My heart
pounded.

And he wouldn't have let us
drive 1000 miles if he
thought otherwise.
Southern Florida was
warm, but the sun vacationed.
We killed a couple of days
partying and eating.
Since we happened to be in
the neighborhood, we took a
snorkel trip off a reef at Key
Largo and dropped by Key
West to eat shrimp at Captain
Bob's
But Sunday was the day.
With fewer brain cells than
we had the day before, we

'We sat in a John forty-five
minutes to get in.9
We had just walked through
a large guarded gate, past a
crowd control supervisor and
two policemen
The security supervisor
said. "Enjoy." as we passed.
It was 1:15 p.m. Sunday. At
4 p.m. Roy Gerela's foot would
start the most exciting game
in recent football history.
And. if we could remain
hidden during the next fortyfive minutes, until the gates
opened, we would be in the
crowd, but not counted.
We would stand next to
people who had paid up to $300
for scalped tickets.
We sat in a John forty-five
minutes to get in.
But attending the Super
Bowl XIII on a limited budget
was more complex than
Europe on $5 a day.
Fleeing the cold dark
streets of Harrisonburg at
midnight Wednesday, we sped
toward
Miami.
An
acquaintance. "The Snake," a
ticket taker at the Orange
Bowl, had invited us down for
the Super Bowl.
We thought it would be a
valuable
educational
experience and thus, had no
reservations about cutting
several days of classes.
After stopping in Gainesville,
Fla. for a shower, a short nap
and ameal.we touched down in
Miami, at 2 a.m. Friday.
Friday's Miami Herald ran
a large story about the intense
security precautions planned
for Sunday's game.
The stadium would be
searched and sealed off
Sunday morning. ' S.W.A.T.
teams
with
rapelling
equipment and automatic
weapons would be on hand,
along with a bomb squad and
truck. A police helicopter
would circle the stadium area
all day Sunday, and another
chopper would stand by on the
ground.
Miami's finest would have
spotters atop the press box
above the crowd where 130
uniformed cops, numerous
plainsclothesmen and i crowd
control men worked.
Officials wanted to make
sure "Black Sunday." the
movie about a terrorist attack
on the Super Bowl, happened
only the two-dimensional
fantasyland of television.
Coincidentally, the movie,
aired Sunday night on CBS,
was set in Miami, with the
Cowboys and the Steelers
playing supporting roles.
Even though he admitted
that security would be tight.
Snake seemed confident that
he could get urf#in.r--4ra«*-.

saddled up at noon Sunday. I
drove to the stadium, which
sits in a residential area, all
but devoid of parking.
About two miles from the
stadium, a blue Cadillac
pulled up behind us. I noticed
an NBC sticker on the
windshield. Looking in the
mirror again I saw Curt
Gowdy in the front seat. I
alerted the guys. Not having
to hear ole mushmouth spit his
way through the game would
be glorious, we quickly
decided.
We turned up a street near
the stadium. White stucco
bungalows
lined
the
throughfare. Husbands and
wives .sat in lawn chairs next
to signs which read,"Parking
$20. "Some wanted $30.
Suddenly the message on a
sign I had passed registered,
"Parking$4." I hit the brakes
and reversed.
Things
looked
sunny
despite the clouds. We parked
less than three blocks from
the stadium.
Kick off was still over three
and a half hours away.
Snake went inside the
stadium to get his uniform
shirt and gate assignment.
We hung around outside with
the vendors and other early
arrivals, mostly drunk
Pittsburg fans with wearing
black hard hats with Iron
City beer cans glued on top.
Shortly, wearing the blue
uniform shirt and a long look
of despair. Snake returned. He

said he had been reassigned
as an usher. Without warning
the Orange Bowl management
had hired karate experts
towork the turnstiles.
But Snake, quiet yet
resourseful-in the Eastwood
genre-refused to give up. He
said he knew " a kid" who
was, working a gate. Snake
had to go back inside the
stadium and didn't know
which gate the other guy was
working. But Snake said he
would signal us from the
upper deck and left.
Minutes later with sirens
blaring and lights flashing a
long bus pulled into the lot
behind us.
The crowd
immediately moved toward
the bus for obvious reasons.
Dallas'famous cheerleaders
were about to unload.
Rather hefty Florida State
troopers carrying -clubs and
wearing sunglasses began
pushing the drooling herd of
males back. Then ifi\ blur of
shiny royal blue sweatsuits,
the girls legged it to the
stadium.
Things calmed.
Snake
returned with no good news.
Security was incredible, he
said. The four of us walked by
the
press
gate
where
hungover writers leaning
against the wall clutched their
passes.
On TV the Orange Bowl
looks nice with its lush green
turf and the quaint greeting,
"The City of Miami welcomes
You." But the stadium is a
relic. To a yearning Virginia
country boy the stadium
looked like a rust old warship
at dock.
With guards
everywhere
it
looked
impregnable.
Snake drifted off again.
For the first time I really
began to doubt that we would
get in.I hoped a nearby bar
had a big screen color TV.
A few minutes later Snake,
having smooth-talked the
security man, returned to lead
us into the stadium, where the
most difficult part of the day
began.
"Don't stay down here too
long." advised Snake as he
left us in the restroom.
Immediately, I took the
stall in the far corner. Glenn
and Jim headed for two
adjacent stalls eight down
from me.
I looked around in my little

Dallas cheerleaders arrive at stadium,
pnoto by Lawrence Emerton

cell, which had only one
graffiti message on the walls,
"The Kid Sweeney was here."
I yearned for a magazinesomething to keep my mind
off all the things that could go
wrong. Additionally. I had no
watch, and thus no conception
of how long I had to wait. 1
dared not talk to Jim who had
a watch.
'Then a group of rowdy
youths came in talking loud
jive.
The only words I
distinguished were "Ten
dollars", and "We in this
together."
They made
so much noise I fully expected
the cops to come down and
clean house, including us.
Finally, they left and I
exhaled deeply.

Steelers celebrate a Franco Harris touchdown.
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Periodically cops would
come in. I couldn't see them,
but heard their hard-soled
shoes on the tile floor,then the
squawk of their walkie talkies
and finally the j ingle of their
keys.
It happened so often. I
thought one would return and
notice the same Ihree pairs of
shoes in the same three stalls.
Sweat dropped from my nose.
How could I tell my friends
I got thrown out of the
bathroom before the game
started?
My mind raced even though
no one approached my stall.
Our society dictates that
the bathroom is very private,
that may have saved us.
Even toughest lawman would
probably hesitate to bust in on
a man on the John.
Soon two other nervous
types
entered.
One
apparently worked in the
stadium and got his buddy in
just as snake had done. One of
the guys took the stall next
to mine. I had visions of a
whole row of stalls filled with
refugees. But the guy soon
moved.
Noise from somewhere
began to intensify. I knew the
end of our wait had to be near.
But we hung tight.
Suddenly a cigarette butt
hit my foot. I look around, still
seated. Then a penny hit my
foot, and I knew it was time.
We strolled up to the
concession area, where we
sipped cola (no beer sold) and
tried to cajm ourselves.
Kids dressed in island
costumes soon handed us
packets of balloons to blow up
at halftime. We began to feel
like part of the crowd. Hell,
those kids coundn't tell we
sntrck in
' (Continued on Page lfi> '
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ritramurals

Flag football begins, Old Boys lead The Breeze poll
5ZY OSBORNE
mi thought football was
for this season when
urgh beat Dallas, think

Bunch, coming off an
impressive 32-0 victory over
last year's second-place team,
the Underdogs, is ranked
number two.
ramural flag football
Wild Bunch quarterback
d here Jan. 18 and will
Joe Baden completed ten of 11
nate with the playoffs
passes in the win, three of
i university champion
which were good for
l February.
touchdowns, and ran for
•y few scores were in at
another score.
ime. but The Breeze has
Baden
completed
six
a valiant attempt to
passes to Greg Marshall, two
he top five teams out of
for touchdowns, and Todd
ries.
Chasteen caught the other
I Boys, which is six pointer for the Wild Bunch
•ised of most of last
"Our line (which averages
university champion
206 pounds a man) helped us
"d team, is ranked win the game." according to a
sr one even though it Wild Bunch official.
et to play a game at
TKE. of the championship
ime.
division, is third ranked after
think we deserve it
rolling over Theta Chi in both
>er one ranking) since
teams' opener. 25-6.
on it last year." said
"We're pretty optimistic
captain Ed Pitts,
about the season," said TKE
isically, it's the same captain Warren Muench.
We have just about the
"Everybody played high
defense back."
school ball and we have
s chances of repeating basically the same team back
year's
undefeated from last year, so we're a
I aren't too good since
little more organized than
am has switched from most teams out there."
lampionship division to
Balanced scoring
nore competitive A highlighted TKE's first
>, the captain said.
outing.
Halfback John
) Old Boys' defensive Tegethoff, "the ideal flag
verages about six-feet, football player, small and
riches and around 200 quick" according to his
s each.
Middle captain, scored once.
cker John Dobson will Quarterback Joe Pantalone
r the defense,
scored once and also plays
ch Price, a rookie with defensive back.
Eddie
years of high school Logan and Chris Cooke, who
II experience, will take start on offense and defense,
t quarterback this year,
accounted for the other two
vorite target should be touchdowns.
receiver Ken Martin,
Rounding out the top five
"fensive standout last «•« C league's Scott Hawkins
(which is ranked mainly
i Mississippi Wild because of its marvelously
■iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiHiiu

1.69
3.69
1.09
plus deposit
4/$l
ixie beverages
arkist Tuna 6Vi oz.
.69
alta Corned Beef
.99
iple Cola 64 oz.
.69
tneca Apple Juice
.99
manas 4 lbs.
1.00
lb. .49
elicious Apples
10/$ 1
orida Oranges
loked Ham
.99
.89
& iP Lunch
w
Luiii.il Meat
mt;ui
«w^
jdweiser 6 pk.
Imaden AAtn Wines
?psi Cola 8 pk.

ttom Round Roast

lb

1 .991
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creative team name), which
pummeled Instant Grits III in
its debut 24-0, and the Liar's
Club, which opened with a 13-0
shutout of Mulelaggers.
In A league. Weenies
squeezed by Rock's, 2-0 and
Gifford beat Jonestown on
yardage in overtime.
In
the
Championship
division, Ashby overcame
Sigma Nu, 8-0 and SPE
defeated a young, talented
White team, 6-0.
In B league. Kappa Sig A
lost to the Blue Ridge Bucks in
overtime. 6-0.
In D league. Charlie
Daniels beat Hushpuppies, 6-0
and Unknowns got by A.T L
16-8
In E league, Theta Chi B,
Sekuds and Landsharks
picked up forfeit wins.
In women's flag football, a
surprisingly tough Eagle
team lost to Dingledine, last
year's second place team, 6-0.
BREEZE TOP FIVE
1. Old Boys
2. Mississippi Wild Bunch
3 TICF*
4. Scott Hawkins
5. Liar's Club

»T-Sr©wT

Lack of facilities hurts program
By OZZY OSBORNE
The intramural program
here cannot expand further
until facilities are built
specifically for recreation,
according to the intramural
director.
"We need a house we could
call our own," George Toliver
said. "Having first priority
use on a facility for organized
and free play is very critical.
"We've grown a lot, but we
can't add any more." More
than 5.000 people participated
in intramurals i last year,
and participation is up this
year, according to Toliver.
A program needs to
continue
growing, "but
with the number of people and
the facilities the way they are
now. we can't expand the
program," Toliver said.
Intramurals and recreation
here are "late-hour oriented"
because of the lack of
facilities, he said.
The
opportunity to recreate
between classes during the
day is minimal, which may
partially explain the upsurge

of jogging on campus. The
recreation crunch is. felt
primarily by commuters and
teachers who have to make
two trips or wait until night in
order to play.
Toliver could not predict
when or if a new facility would
be built here, but added, "with
the interest we've got here,
it's unreal what we could do"
with a recreational facility.
Co-ed recreation would be a
programming possibility, he
sail
Programming
and
scheduling will continue to be
"very difficult" until facilities
are added, he said.
Despite
the
crowded
facilities, intramurals has
"gotten off to a good start"
this semester, the director
said.
Men's and women's flag
football and a squash
tournament are underway,
and a basketball free throw
contest will be held Sunday,
Jan. 28, but Toliver's pet
project this semester is
establishing a training
program
for
would-be

officials.
In the past, Toliver has
pushed for an officiating
course to be added to the
university's curriculum, butt
he believes "we now have the
capacity to do the training
ourselves."
Toliver, who is a certified
basketball official, said the
Virginia High School League
is backing him on this
program, which will be
designed
to
"offer
professional opportunities" to
anyone interested in sports
officiating.
The program, which may
come to be called the James
Madison University Sports
Officials Association, will try
to get prospective officials
jobs and training
in
intramural as well as
interscholastic sports
programs, Toliver said.
fh addition, an "open ear"
meeting will be held Feb 4 for
those
interested
in
commenting on or asking
questions about intramurals

NOW IN STOCK
LARGE SELECTION
OF USED ALBUMS
PRICED FROM
.99 to 2.49
—
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Women
swimmers
top Towson
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The women's swim team
added a victory Saturday to
up its record to 6-1, beating
Towson State University, 7259.
JMU started out strong
placing first in
events. Towson^
around by ta
string of firsts
to close to within
of the Duchesses.
JMU took firsts in the
two events with Frances K<
in the 200-yard freestyle with
time of 2:05.7 and Sukie Shaw.
with 28.4 in the 50-yard fljr^
winning.
Towson never
caught up.
"Our times were pretty
good," said coach
Skippy
Courtet.
"It was difficult
coming off Christmas break,
we almost had to start from
scratch. To do as well as they
did, I'm really pleased," she
said.
Placing first for the
Duchesses were Maria Grosz
with 55.3 in the 100-yard
freestyle. Teresa Beaubien
with 31.4 in the 50-yard
backstroke, and Kathleen
Berry with 36.0 in the 50-yard
breastroke
Kelly had two additional
firsts with 2:21.2 in the 200yard individual medley and in
the 100-yard fly with a time of
1:03.2.
The relay team of Shaw.
Kelly. Grosz and Anita
Callahan shaved two-tenths of
a second off the old record and
placed first in 1:44.3 in the 200yard free relay. JMU also
took first in the 200-yard
medley relay with a time of
2:01 by Berry. Beaubien,
Shaw, and Grosz.
According to the coach, the
team's toughest meets are yet
to come and he has been
experimenting \ 'th lineups to
compensate.'
Courtet, howev T, will not
be juggling ti » lineup
tomorrow in JM 's home
meet with Appalacl in State
University and ;. tough
Virginia Common ealth
University.
"We didn't swim a inst
, ASU last year but VCU ^ a
tough team. It should . a
^ii PiVfi, W/*'' she sa^.
L

basketball

State has,
relball fieldhouse.
Hity, which seats 12.000
can hold up to 15,000

mi.w^s on ihe take.
Restaurant' owners printed
new menus --with higher prices
.fdfghe y&ifrNtof* doubted
.'which
>hWt«ate<'Fou 1
h?d n^f- worked ^
mi
sprayed- .".kyjWL
Herald- qs^fe&S
otos on
the front pkge oP?5ch section
every daV* we were there
Affttr according to the Snake.
ihe. -karate experts at the
turnstiles were also on the
take
HIIIIII
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MIDWAY MARKET
across from campus

WEEKLY SPECIALS
Beer-Snacks-Soft Drinks
OLD MtCWAUKEE
MOLSON /SSrtJw

holding 2.850 to Marshal!V<J,5C
facility
Godwin Hall holds 5,000.
President Ronald Carrier ha:
-toon seats will be added in th<
few years or JMU may const
coliseum, in cooperation with U
and county governments.

——_ - —

the couple thousand dollars
worth of equipment around
her neck. She too was an
uncounted
.spectator.
Everyone wanted to see the

lllll

the
Its
for
for

Appalachian State has the second
largest fieldhouse. seating 10,000.
Others range from the Pit at VMI.

A*.

Steeler
seemed to-*..r,u
be a
JS^J&SJSk*
k«..«i fan
„k„„i„j
toucftaown on (the- first
:
^Ji»^l^nrf82SL->--- qyarfer.'s firwrplay, 1 was
bearded working ■t^SS^&^^-:A^^in^^'^Ju» «hil«Dallas fans seeffleSg$§fri. VrW^«W»^f!eilw Stt,lte
about 45. favoring blue knife-;,:,
pfpffnt. .the- secant half
blazers with cowboy
pins. TAnd the ladies
Texas seemed
mastered walking
-MBit to m*,:,:Sports
heels
after-.,
lUitffrated'phptogri^fr^ny
themselves
Thompson vhc*ed*rffy#rdfc of
jeans.
cotatfittn for his embers,,
After wa
^K^^h^datii^^^m-found the sectio:
pKiful. but
was an ushetf..
i*<lKlV...knW little about the
bleachers at
Pittsburg ei
could stand.

•«
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1.69
2.69

We don't know anyc
L.A.. but the pro bo
Monday night. And wh
hell, it would be
educational experience.

Unless he was stupid, a
ticket take could have made
$1,000. accepting money
instead of purple tickets,
Snake said.

Camera Shop
Portrait Stud
Complete Camera Supplies
and free Film on Kodaeolor
and B&W Film

20%FORDISCOUNT
STUDENTS
on nil camera shop
supplies* photo finishing and l>otl
color and Itlack «\ white or free fi

79 E. Market St.

434-5314

The leadership training available in Army
ROTC is second to none. The
adventurous, challenging activities you'U
experience make for one of the most
exciting courses on campus.
And there's no obligation your first two
years. If you decide to drop Army ROTG .
as a freshman or sophomore, you can. ,
With no military obligation. That's how sure
we are you'll want to stay in.

Call

433-12*4
or stop by Godwin 349.
*

'

...»

Army ROTC (§) Learn what it takes to leqh
\ *J#*3fc*
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NAME
CAMPUS BOX OR ADDRESS
PHONE

m

I would like more information on the San Juan trip.
I would like to make
- reservation (s) for the trip.
Please send me
contracts.
Return this, to the UPB office or mail to UPB c/o Box L-35 James Madison University.

COMING SOON

Revenge of the Pink Panther
Ship Castro Band

PROGG4M
BOARD

BILLBOARD

■*■

_
• •.
■'.
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By Garry Trude

Doonesbury

Classifieds
For Sale
-TYPING SERVICE: Over 10
years experience. Pica - 75
cents per page. Elite - 80 cents
per page. You furnish paper.
Call Mrs. Price 879-9935.

CAHYOU BEAT-MAT of

lADYOFHNE.BREN-

FORTUNATELY, IALUAYS

Ke&AmoF/mo

HER? SHE MUST HAVE PUKE,
ABOUT
\CHAN6EDTHELOCK
}
ON EVERY O0MN DOOR YOUR
OFTHEHOLGEI
/

INTHBT0OLSHEDF0R. «**
^JUSTTHSSORTOFEMERr yn%
^s 6ENCY.. OKAY,
,
ffJ^MNP CLEAR.. /

TEAH..
THAT A
"DEARDIXS,
LETTER MM fmHAPTT.
\^Y0VRIMFE, THEPAPERS
*r^ PUKE* CAMEWOm

*I LEFT SOME MOOSE
STEAKS IN'THEFREEZER.
IU SEND FORMY STUFF
r-,
LATER. THEPAIN W
r_b CANKEEP. 60009*.'

tVEBEB

TMHOME,
HONEY!

mm TO

TELL YOU, MA
THEDMJRCl
IS FINAL.

\

BRAND NEW Men's Saska
ski-coat for sale. Down-filled,
emerald with area of brown,
orange and beige strips on the
front. Excellent for skiing and
cold weather mornings. $60
Call Terry 433-1154.
'*-*

BRAND NEW WOMEN'S
"SKYR" SKI. JACKET.
Medium Blue-small-$45. Will
negotiate. Call Charlene at
433-5984.

so i spurs

OH U0W..

0F00URSL
MOOSESIEAKS, SHBPOBS
MAN. SHE
606ETS0I
STILL CARES. BEERFRO*
THBBASE

Mmww.

TYPING:
Term papers,
thesis, case studies or what
have you?
Pick-up and
delivery available. 433-8685.
FOR SALE:
One^ear-old
Les Paul Copy Seluxe and
three-year-old 50 watt Univox
amp. $200. Call Neal at 8286247.

For Rent
SUBLEASE
AVAILABLE
NOW-5 minute walk from
campus-great location!
Come by to check it out at 313
South High St or call 434-0335.
Ask for Donna.

t~>
OH.. HULLO,
DOUN, WKZUTS SfSRFF.IMT
BRN6SY0U
1 ME, SHERIFF
UPHERE?

TH0U6HTY0UMI6HT OH, NOW,
UANTTDKNONAXUT SHERIFF,
ALmLEfTEMtUE
YDUKNOW
eoromm WIRES, H0U1HBFS6
DUKE.SOMETHm UKETDEXABOUT YOU ASSAULT- A66ERATE..
IN6A MARSHAL.

YUP. FRANKLY,
TTPIPN7S0IW
UKEYODAT
ALL. WATS
WHY IGNORED TT.

YOU DID? NO
KJDDIN&WHY
SHERIFF. THATS
JUSTPAMN
600DOF
YOU!

NOT AT ALL. BY
THEUWHANKS
F0R1HECHRJSTMASPRESENT
THSYEAKLVKE.

UHfiTCHR
OH,HEY,LL
tTSINTh
MAIL.SHER
ISUEAR,

Wanted
TWO ROOMMATES wanted
(male or female) to snare
three bedroom apartment 1
mile
from
campus.
Reasonable rent, partially
furnished. No lease. Call 4349750 after 5 p.m.

Crock

By Bill Rechin and Brant Park

Personals
REMEMBER: Today is your
very LAST chance to pick up
money or books from the SGA
Used-book sale. 12-4, SGA
office.
SHARON: There was a young
man from Ghent, whoose tool
was so long it bent. To save
himself from trouble he put it
in double. And instead of
coming he went. J.H. at the
B.P.
ACE AND PIZZA BOY: Glad
you gave us a chance to show
you we are "FRIENDS".
Sunday night can't be
described with words.
It
meant the same to us as1 it did
to you. We'd be happy to do it
another time, but it could be a
"RISK".
BOOKING
AGENTS.

HE4P THAT, Mp\ee^f..-io^
FFIBHP TWBFB JUST IWITPP
AtBl&Tm CACTUS. H&Z1A

DEAR
DOPEY
AND
HONEYBUNCH: We really
appreciate you both stopping
by. It's great having our
kinky friends here. Care for
another slumber party? Two
loonies.
TO THE FEMALE HALF OF
J.M.U.:
B-U-R-P.
Much
Love. J.D. and S.S.
< Continued on Page, 21)
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Fool 'n' Me

By David Haqen

^

Personals

■■-nlMx-flrfrWUu*-

^ive.

JUST

OUR.

ponce

ARTIST A De6CSL>PT»o^
L OF -me ^AMT>IT , ^»ss .

MR«Gr»*r> H€ v|AX>

«5

I fcHEH UJ£ sHouuixsi'T
HAVE H\R£P THIS

B£ADlf

(Continued from Page 20)
MAKTIIA, NIAGARA, S.R.: I
know this is rather late, but all
the same-thanks for making
my 21st the best birthday
ever. Love, Lissa.

<!

5/AALL. JAJHATH...

ATTENTION:
The SGA
Used-book sale will end on
Friday, January 26. This is
your last chance to pick up
your books and-or money....so
stop by the SGA office on the
first floor of the WUU from 124.

By Mark Legan

Wings
Mark grabbed
Tfaicy.

Tbey bo+b knew
...kiss.

!* wa.S +inx+o...

&*J
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>NHADDA vfA
ttJANT? THIS >S
A corfiic 5T«lP!

;
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By Tom Arvis

Roommates

TO THE FARINX: The best
roomie at J.M.U., also the
biggest clown in town. "No
way does anything you ever
say make sense. Why do you
even open your mouth!"
Remember the GARY and
LARRY conquest of Northern
Virginia and Delaware. The
letter-a-day from DOTTY,
with decorations by BETH.
Spaghetti snacks at night. I
never kicked you out-yet!
Thanks for the music and
sign-offs before bed every
night. Getting teased to the
max! Sharing everything:
girls,
shoes,
jackets,
stamps
underware?!
KINKY. I can't believe you
wore a Steve Martin arrow
through the head for our H.S.
graduation. The abuse part is
a foreshadow of good things to
come! Happy 19th b-day.
THE ROADRUNNER.
"CONCERNING
THE
PREJUDICE OF RACE: it is
an illusion, a superstition pure
and simple! For God created
us all of one race." AbdulBaha. Baha'i Club Box 4175.
TO DAD ANDM.M.: Thanks
a lot for the super dinner. You
guys are fabbo! Economics
practical jokes to the max!
DILLIGAS. H.O.

LOW OVERHEAD
HARRISONBURG
FOR
BETTER
PRICES
TRANSMISSION
SERVICE

OPEN DAILY

9:30 til 5 *~ 2 N. Court Square
Thursdays-Fridays 9:30 til 9 Harrisonburg, Va.

• REBUILT TRANSMISSIONS
. CONVERTERS & PARTS

tudent Discount with ID
1434-19291

LOCATED OFF PORT RD ON
689 HARRISONBURG, VA.

HWY

two

That's right, fashion b •Mr Plan-

NEW YORK STYLE

Junior Fashions ••Just for you
Cone visit our Junior Shop In the Cellar

PIZZA
500 OfF ANV PIZZA

Meet B.J., Anita, Karen, and Christine,
They will gladly help you.

w coupon

Beer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs; 11AM-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat. 11AM-1AM

"A Happy Place to shop Is Joseph Neys"
_^_

;
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434-5375
778 E. Market Fast Carry Out
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War's justification
is conditional

JIW5IWNUL
TWT5 JHOOT BROWN.

-VW-ITAKETWBKK..

This is the second in the series of historical issues. The question is
•What is a 'just
just war' and has the United States ever been involved
in a'just war.'
By »R. WILLIAM T. WEBER
In answer to the question. "Has the United States ever fought a
Just War?" depends on one's definition of a "just war". In the
history of international relations, many theories have been put
forth to answer the moral dilemmas of going to war and conduct
during war. These theories can be grouped into three schools.
The first school argues that under no circumstances can a
people use violence against one another or against another
people. This is the position of both pacifists and those who
advocate non-violent resistance. Together they posit that the
aggressor can be defeated by confronting him with the humanity
of his victims. The non-violent resister adds the elements of civil
disobedience and even sabotage to this central concept in order to
convince the aggressor that his objectives are both unobtainable
and morally wrong. According to this broad school of thought, no
war can be just since it involves the willful taking of human lives.
A second broad school recognizes the necessity of war under
certain circumstances and sets forth conditions under which any
war must be fought. Following in the traditions of St. Ambrose,
St. Augustine, and Thomas Aquinas, they argue that war can be
waged in self-defense when the human lives taken are
proportional to those protected. Further, only conbatants may be
intentionally killed and any collateral damage sustained by
nearby civilian populations must be unintentional and
unavoidable
To a large extent, these beliefs have been incorporated into the
portion of international law which regulates the conduct of armies
during war and forbids the use of certain types of weapons which
cannot be used discriminately.
Applying the beliefs of this school to the history of American
wars, one can certainly find wars which were legitimate and some
which were illegitimate. Among the former would be included the
Mexican-American War. the Spanish American, the Indian Wars
of the 19th century, and the Second Indochina War. Even with this
crude classification, the just war theorist would have problems
with the "total wars" of the twentieth century which have fought
with weapons which have not been used discriminately:
incendiary bombs (Dresden & Tokyo), nuclear weapons
(Hiroshima & Nagasaki), and anti -personnel bombs (Indochina).
As a general rule, until the 1970's aerial bombardment did not
reach the level of precision necessary for it to be used without
avoiding civilian casualties. In any case, it must be recognized
that in any war there will be cases involving the indiscriminate
and perhaps even intentional use of firepower against civilian
populations. Each war has had its My Lais and Wounded Knees.
Given the aggressions promotaxl and unleashed by war there will
always be individuals in and/out of uniform who overstep those
guidelines established by*eustom, orders, or international law.
The third school of theories dealing with the moral questions of
war posits that there is some value higher than human life which
allows for the use of war as either a coercive or defensive
instrument. This idea is common to both the religious crusade,
which attempts to convert non-believers through conquest, and
the Reason of State doctrine, which posits that any means can be
used to protect the state and promote its interests. According to
the latter doctrine, moral beliefs are reserved for private lives and
should not play a role in state decisions. Taking this perspective
or the perspective that all American wars have been fought to
promote democracy at home or abroad, one arrives at the
conclusion that all American wars have been just since they have
been waged to protect the state or its official religion.
In sum. given different concepts of the relationship of morality
and war. several different answers are possible to this question.
The utility of the question itself, however, is low if it is not used
as an overture to a broader discussion about the circumstances
and conditions under which American military power would be
used in the future. Each of the doctrines outline above focuses on
a different value which our society was established to protect and
promote: human life, prosperity, and democracy.
Whether war as a human institution should be used to further
any or all of these values in an international context is the real
question toward which our attention should be drawn. Answers to
these questioas will allow us to structure our military forces so
that we can fight wars in ways and for reasons which we find
acceptable.
For instance, if we wish to avoid civilian casualties then
weapoas like the neutron warhead become immensely attractive
since this is the purpose for which they were designed. Or, if we
wish to fight wars only in self-defense, then forces tailored to
project American military power in the third world should not be
constructed or deployed. Since war is the continuation of politics,
which we can define as the authoritative allocation of values,
American values should define the nature of our military
establishment and its use in the future.
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War lacks justification
This is the second in the series of historical
issues. The question is "What is a "just war'
and has the United States ever been involved in
a'just war.' "
By DR. JAMES E. POINDEXTER
Before one can determine whether the
United States has ever participated in a "just
war", he must decide whether war as an
instrument of national policy can ever be
considered as just. Theoretically, at least, I
have
to answer this question
affirmatively: Yes, there can be such an event
as a "just war." A war is just when it is the
sole available means of maintaining the most
fundamental values of a society as
incorporated into a national state. It can take
the form of opposition to another national state
or opposition to a violently rebellious faction or
to a tyranical government within the state. It
can be invoked not only in defense of politicomoral ideals but also as a means of
guaranteeing the physical maintenance of the
members of the state.
However, in judging whether a war is or was
just historically, one must frequeptly make a
distinction between what.those making war
claim or even think their motives in taking up
arms to be and the judgment of a critic who
can be better informed and more rational
because he stands outside the time and-or
place of the conflict. The most impartial
observers would argue that Hitler's invasion of
Poland in 1939, which was apparently
considered by most Germans a justifiable
attempt on their part to defend their territory

and therefore their values against an external
threat, was at best an overreaction or
premature move to safeguard themselves
against a future attack on their vulnerable
eastern flank, and was at worst a hysterical
response to Hitler's fearful and aggressive
obsessions.
To be just a war must be fought as a
reasonably necessary response to an imminent
threat to the basic values of a society. As can
be seen, however, again by the example of
Nazi Germany, an additional element must
also be considered. That is to say that one
must argue that there was hardly any way
that the German people under Hitler's
dictatorship would ever wage a just war, since
the fundamental values of Nazi Germany were
in themselves- so ignoble that they could not
justifiably be defended.
A just war must therefore be a defense of
fundamental principles, but these principles
are not justifiably defensible if they are evil
and not good. It must be hastily added that the
proviso that the principles be "good" suggests
difficulties almost too numerous to mention in
an age skeptical of absolutes and even unsure
whether the term "morality" has any content
whatsoever, except as an attempt to
reationalize emotions and instincts.
Admitting, as I do, that an individual, not to
mention a nation, seldom acts out of absolutely
pure motives (hence the ugly events that
degrade even a just war), still I believe that
values surh as those relating to the concepts of
Continued on Page 23
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Equal opportunity
weak in practice
To the editor.
As a member Of this
society, why must I feel
restricted in this so-called
"equal opportunity for all"
syndrome?
As college students, we
have all been subjected to
seemingly endless numbers of
applications: job applications,
admission applications, and
credit applications, to name
just a few.
Has anyone realized that
we, the citizens of this society,
are subjected to the scrutiny
of our judges (employers,
college admission officials,
and personnel secretaries) on
the basis of our race, religion,
sex. and age? Is there ever a
decision made in this "great
country" of ours that is not
ultimately determined by
those ever-present subjective
questions that must be
answered by the applicant? I
can answer that. Hell no!
We are guaranteed certain
rights of equality that date
back to 1776 with our
revolution for freedom and
later with the Constitution. I
believe that Thomas Jefferson
would turn oyer in his grave if
he had ever been told that he
was refused admission into
the school of his choice
because he did not have a
Spanish surname or he was
not a member of a minority
religion. What ever happened
to being hired or accepted on
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the merits of the applicant? I
sometimes wonder if this
s ituation ever existed in the
first place.
A policy should be intiated
at this institution, where the
applicants would be accepted
based on cumulative objective
information supplied by each
applicant. This would require,
the deletion of all impertinent
subjective "background"
information
from
the
admission applications,
including photographs.
Are you males tired of
paying as much as six times
as much money as any female
just to secure insurance to
drive a car? And in turn, are
you females fed up with being
rejected for employment
because your parents' genes
just happened to determine
your role in life as a member
of the so-called "weaker
sex?''
We are all victims of the
sad state of affairs of this
society if we must depend on
who we know, what color our
skin is, or what religious
persuasion we adhere to in
order to get ahead. It makes
you think where our priorities
will be if we continually take
this B.S. How many times do
we have to be screwed before
we have had enough?
Obviouslv, too many times.
Christopher P. Smith
Clifford Hall

• War

(Continued from Page 22)
justice, truth, and freedom, as they have been
progressively understood in the West during
the past two thousand years can be upheld and
have been worth actively defending.
Trying to apply my theoretical argument, I
shall pass judgment on the wars that the
United States has fought. The Mexican War
and the Spanish-American War were clearly
unjust because we fought them as an
aggressor, with no shred of moral sanction. An
evaluation of the Civil War as just or unjust
falls outside the purview of the assigned
question, unless one considers the North the
United States, since the Southern states
actually seceded from the United States. In
any case, both sides acted with remarkable
unrestraint in finally precipitating the conflict.
Furthermore, both sides were h y-pocritical or
at least lacking in awareness of the real issues
involved. Thus the North cynically played
politics with the vital question of slavery,
whereas the South's issue of states' rights,
though important, was not an important
enough moral issue to justify the price that it
exacted, especially since it was so often
involved as a rationalization for the
perpetuation of slavery, an institution which
by 1860 was already such an affront to the
standards of Western Civilization that its
extinction was inevitable. I shall therefore
characterize the American Civil War as an
unjust war.
Another unjust war was World War I. In
spite of the fact that many, even most,
Americans thought at the time that we were
fighting it in defence of our fundamental
values. This fact raises the difficult question
whether doing the wrong thing for the right
reason is justifiable, a proposition that I must
deny. At any rate, the perspective of time
seems pretty clearly to indicate that we were
deluded into entering what was essentially a
contest for world domination by the power
brokers of Western Europe, an ignoble and, in
the long run, a futile aim.
In 1941,1 was convinced that World War II
was a just war. Now I would have to make a
distinction between the Japanese and
European phases of this war.
In some
• important respect®, at 4easti I now regard the
Japanese phase as a power struggle. Although
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Seniors' opinions were ignored
To the editor:
We are writing to commend
the editorial by John Vogt
which appeared January 19,
1979 edition of The Breeze.
This editorial concerned
graduation en masse.
Like John, we are seniors
who vehemently disagree with
the decision made to have

graduation enmasse for the
class of 1979. He expressed
our opinions explicitly,
especially concerning each
individual's right to be
recognized for his or her
achievement and the travel
time involved for families
attending the exercise.
In addition, this decision
seems to have been made

consulting only a limited
number of seniors. Since itconcerns every senior, should
not the decision have been the
choice of a majority of the
senior class?
Mary Jane Emore
Rae Marie Thacker
Celia A. Walston
Diane R. Bute
Anna Cowherd

Draft reinstatement possible
To the editor:
Suppose Congress decides
to reinstate the draft?
Suppose mandatory military
service becomes a reality,
again? Suppose the steps
taken go "only" as far as to

require the registration of
individuals who are of draft
age?
I am a 21 year old male.
These days, I am getting a
little more concerned about
these matters, to be honest.
This issue threatens big

I am reminded that we were attacked by the
Japanese, we could have avoided this
confrontation if we had wanted to, with no real
threat to our basic institutions. However, I continue to regard our
participation in the European phase as
justified. I still believe that Hitlerism was a
real threat to our fundamental values and that
its subjugation of Britain, which would surely
have occurred without our intervention, would
' have placed our system of values in peril for a
very long time.
In justifying intervention by the United
States in a war so far from our shores, I am
conscious of perilously broadening the
definition of "defensive war." Perhaps such
an extension is necessary in view of the
technological shrinkage of the earth. **
Otherwise, there would be no way to justify the
Korean War, which I am not sure I can justify
anyhow, except on the assumption that it put a
stop to Russian expansionism in the Far East.
On the other hand, although I know nothing
about the North Koreans, it would be difficult
to conceive of their being more tyrannical than
TongSun Park, the present dictator of South
Korea.
If a just war is one that is fought in defense
of the fundamental ideals of a society, what
about the American Revolution? This is a
difficult question to answer clearly, especially
for the amateur, because this conflict has long
since passed from the domain of history into
that of mythology, where it shines as a sort of
vague but dazzling symbol of all that America
holds dear. However much it lacked in
expressing a plain consensus of the values of
society as a whole, it being rather the episode
during which these values were being
formulated by an enlightened minority, still I
would have to call it a just w'ar with England,
however regrettable it may have been with
respect to treatment of Royalists among the
people.
' In addition to the fact that the Revolution is
so much a part of us because it established our
value system, another reason why we are so
complacent about it is that it was such an
undestructive little war, with so many
stunningly picturesque episodes in it (the
i- mythdiogizuig.pr.oce.sa.a.t.wqrk';). ..In fact, we

changes in my life. I wish it
would go away and leave me
alone, but...
Anyone
have
some
thoughts on the subject?
Chuck Berlin
Chandler Hall

hardly think of it as a war at all.
It seems probable that one reason why we
can so easily accept the Revolution
uncritically and feel so little shame about the
Mexican War and the Spanish-American War
is the fact that they were all three so relatively
harmless. Practically speaking, the values
that war safeguards must be worth the
inevitable price exacted by the war upon the
society involved and upon civilization itself.
Thus it has become more difficult in the
twentieth century to justify war at all. It is
undoubt edly easier, for instance, to justify the
American Revolution than would be true had it
been as destructive as the Vietnamese War
which, however theoretically justified it may
have been as an example of our extension, of
the definition of defensive war, was almost
universally condemed because of the havoc
that it wrought upon a total population. And
this, one may assume was a minor
contemporary war.
Beside this sort of
» carnage, the campaigns of ar Washington or
even a Napoleon seem like ga les played with
tin soldiers upon a sand L Die. Thus the
decision to embark upon a war becomes a
greater burden for a nation with each passing
year, as the question whether the end justifies
the frightful means becomes increasingly
difficult to answer.
Furthermore, the
tremendous increase of mouths to fee and
backs to clothe in the global community and
the accompanying shortages of crucial
resources has made the wastfulness of war an
affront to the most basic value of our
civilization-the right of survival.
To conclude. I am saying that practically,
war has become obsolete, in spite of my belief
that theoretically there is such a thing as a
"just war."
All we have to do is to review the record of
the United States (if my scorecard is in any
way correct) to realize what little moral
justification war has ever been able to claim.
Trial by combat in the medieval sense seems
quaint to us nowadays. So will wars one day,
not that technology has enabled our champions
to become monsters of total destruction.
Dr. Poindexter is a Professor in the English,
Department.
, , ,,»'
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Gifford, Logan lead list as best partying dorms

BEFORE THE PARTY

THE PARTY

By .HUE SUMMERS
Gifford Hall in the
Bluestone complex is the
men's residence^ hall that
holds the most frequent and
popular on-campus parties,
according to student response
to a Breeze survey.
Logan Hall, a women's
dorm also in the Bluestone
complex, was found to be the
most popular women's hall for
parties.
Gifford, the hall most often
mentioned in a telephone
survey on residence hall
parties, was followed by
Spotswood, Ikenberry, Ashby
and Weaver Halls. Gifford's
reputation through word of
mouth seems to be the main
factor in its selection as the
dorm with the most partying.
Many of the students
surveyed said that Gifford has
a party going on every night.
Drinking is one of the main
reasons students chose to
attend parties at Gifford.
"There's always a keg
flowing," one student said.
Most students said that
they had attended parties in
Gifford. "I always hear about
their parties and they are
huge," one freshman said, "I
usually hear about them
through the grapevine."
"Gifford is the largest male
hall, which is one reason it's
so popular," Mike Buckner,
head resident of Gifford, said.
"There's a free and easy
atmosphere here."
Gifford is a seven-day
visitation with
alcohol
residence hall.
"The open hallway setting
makes it more condusive to
get to know people." Buckner
said. One large party on the
second floor of Gifford last
fall is the only party that has
caused Buckner any problems
this academic year.
The
party hosts were written up
for the trouble.
According to Buckner,
Gifford's reputation carries
over from when Logan was a
male dorm two years ago.
Many Gifford residents are
former Logan residents who
refer to themselves as "Logan
Old Boys." Buckner said he
also believes that's part of the

reason Logan is now the most
popular women's residence
hall for parties.
Most on-campus parties
seem to be held in men's
residence halls , but Logan
Hall was the most favored for
women's residence hall party.
Many of the surveyed
students said they had
attended parties in Logan if
they had every gone to a
women's dorm for a party.
Beer is the chief attraction
of any party. Every student
surveyed said that there was a
lot of drinking at any
residence hall party. "That's
why people go there," "It
helps
(the
party)
considerably," and, "Beer
helps. That's what they start
the party with," were a few of
the comments received.
Students also believe the
great amount of parties here
does not have an adverse
effect on the university's
reputation; in fact, some
students say it enhances it.
On student said he felt the
school was more popular

because of the parties, and,
according to another student,
"It doesn't matter where you
are. every college has wild
parties."
Gifford Hall
is also
enhanced by its reputation as
a partying dorm. "That's
where I want to live next
year," one freshman said.
Tau
Kappa
Epsilon
fraternity
was
chosen
overwhelmingly as the Greek
House which parties the most.
"They're known as a rowdy
f rat, "one student said. "They
party all the time." Many of
the surveyed students felt
TKE had a poor reputation
and that the fraternity could
give fraternities a bad name.
Off-campus parties are also
attractive to JMU students,
especially those in the
Showalter apartments. The
seniors surveyed seemed to
agree that off-campus parties
were more enjoyable. "It's
less restrictive," one student
said, "You don't have to
worry where you are and what
you carry in your hand."

AFTER THE PARTY

Budweiser, Old Mil named
popular student brands
By MAUREEN RILEY
James Madison University
students have no favorite
brand of beer according to
four Harrisonburg grocery
store managers.
The busiest days for beer
purchases by students are
usually the weekend days,
they all agreed.
Budweiser beer was
mentioned as one of the big
student sellers by the
managers of three stores. Old
Milwaukee
beer
was
mentioned by two store
managers as being one of the
most popular brands of beer
sold to students.
Schlitz,
Miller and Pabst were the
other brands of beer named as
being popular. However, none
of the stores' managers could
"pin-point the most popular

beer purchased by students in
their stores.
"Students usually buy
whatever is featured," said
Werner's manager.
"You never know, it
changes from week to week,"
said the manager of Mid-Way
grocery.
The Seven-Eleven store
manager said the most
popular beer brands flucuate
from year to year.
Store
managers
were
vague as to what percentage
of their beer sales are made to
JMU students. Grand Union
and Seven-Eleven sells about
50 percent of their beer to
students.
Mid-Way's
manager said his sales depend
on the weather. He estimated
that 75 to 80 percent of his beer
sales during the winter are

made to students.
The
manager of Kroger said he
had no basis on which to
compare his sales.
Of the six grocery store
managers questioned, only
four gave any information.
The two grocery stores that
couldn't give out information
attributed it to store policies.
"We're under a little rule
from Richmond, not to give
out any information to
newspapers or radio," said
the manager of Safeway.
The manager of Werners
expressed concern about the
reaction of his competitors if
he gave sales information.
"It's not that I don't want to
give you any figures, because
we
appreciate
y'all's
business, but giving that stuff
out would be like letting trade
secrets out," he said.

MOST JMU STUDENTS have no favorite brand of beer, but this
student seems to prefer Andeker purchased at a local Seven Eleven.
_ „
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